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A NEW" PORTION OF THE EDICT OF DIOCLETIAN
FROM MEGALOPOLIS.

INTRODUCTION.

THE inscription which follows came to light during the excavation
undertaken this year, at Megalopolis, by the British School at Athens. It
stood outside the house of a peasant, Bao-tXetos HeTpdicr)<s, whose father
had found it, many years previously, in a field upon the ancient site. The
existence of the stone was reported first to the Ephor, Mr. Castromenos,
who represented the Greek Government at our excavation. Mr. Castromenos
courteously announced it to me, and both of us copied it. At that time we
had no idea that it formed part of the ' Edict of Diocletian'; this was first
suggested to me by Mr. Gardner, Director of the School, on my return to
Cambridge. Mr. Castromenos' copy is to appear, as I understand, in the
' AeXriov.' The text and edition which follow are from my own copy and
squeeze.

The Edict of Diocletian and his colleagues, commonly spoken of either
by Mommsen's title ' De Pretiis Rerum Venalium' or more briefly as the
' Edict of Diocletian,' is known to us already from a large number of fragments,
Greek and Latin, found all (with one exception) in different parts of Greece
or Asia Minor, and amounting together to many hundred lines. It is still
however far from being complete.

Apart from earlier and necessarily less complete editions (for which v.
Corpus. Inscr. Lat., vol. iii. pt. 2, p. 801), all the fragments known up to date
were collected, pieced together, and published

(1) by Mommsen in the Berichte der sdchsischen Gesellschaft der Wissen-
schaften, vol. iii. 1851.

(2) by Waddington—first in the section ' Inscriptions Grecques et Latines'
of Le Bas and Waddington's Voyage arcMologique en Gr&ce et en Asie Mineure—
and secondly in separate form, under the title ildit de DiocUtien, itablissant le
Maximum dans I Empire Bomain (Paris, 1864). The latter publication is a
verbatim reprint of the former.

(3) by Mommsen again, in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, vol. iii.
pt. 2 (Berlin 1873).

Each of these editions is more complete than the one which preceded it,
that in the Corpus {C.I.L.) being the most complete of all. Since its publi-
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cation, however, a considerable number of fragments have appeared; for a
complete list of which I must refer to an article by Mommsen in the first
part of the Hermes for the current year (1S90), p. 17 sqq. None of these
fragments coincide with ours, with the exception of that numbered ' 7 ' in
Mommsen's list,—an inscription from Megara, hitherto unpublished, but
promised as No. 23 in Dittenberger's forthcoming Inscriptiones Gfraeciae
septentrionalia. This fragment coincides, according to Mommsen, with a
considerable part of Chap. XVI. in the arrangement adopted by himself and
Waddington, but is in so imperfect a condition that it has been found
impossible to equate it, line by line, with the version previously known (that
from Oarystus in Euboea). A portion of this fragment must correspond with
our Col. III.; and, imperfect as it is said to be, we shall look forward to its
publication with interest. Another fragment, not mentioned by Mommsen,
some parts of which may possibly be found to coincide with that from
Megalopolis, is one which was discovered this year (1890) by the American
School in their excavations at Plataea. This fragment, like that from Megara,
is at present unpublished.

Our own fragment is by far the most considerable which has appeared
since the publication of the Edict by Mommsen in 1851, both from its extent
(255 lines) and from the large proportion of it which is entirely new—how
large a proportion, may be seen at a glance by a reference to my cursive
edition, in which the parts known already are given in light, the new parts in
heavy, type.

The inscription is engraved on a slab of white limestone, 5\" thick, and
(originally) 2' 11" square, exclusive of a small moulding which runs along the
top. The top left-hand corner and the bottom right-hand corner of the slab
are broken away.

The inscription is arranged in four columns, and the original number of
lines was 85 to a column. In the present state of the stone no column is
quite complete; of the second, which is the most nearly complete, 80 lines
only are extant, and the first 10 and last 9 of them are very fragmentary.
Were the slab complete, however, the inscription would still not be con-
tinuous : for both the moulding, which runs along the top of the slab and not
along the bottom, and a comparison with other versions of the Edict prove
that a lower slab (or slabs, but there is no need for more than one) is missing.
Thus, for example, our Col. III. contains a portion of the Edict which is
preserved, though very imperfectly, on a slab from Carystus, in Euboea, which
it accompanies as far as Col. II. 1. 46 (O.I.L.) of the Carystian stone. The
remainder of the Carystian fragment appears neither on our Col. III. nor
on our Col. IV. Unless therefore we suppose a sudden and unaccountable
divergence of the two inscriptions at this point, we are led to the conclusion
that this portion was engraved on a missing slab of the Megalopolitan version.
Again a considerable part of the Carystian precedes our Col. III., and yet does
not appear on our Col. II. ; it must therefore have formed a portion of Col
II. which was engraved on a missing lower slab. In my edition of the text I
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have indicated, by notes at the foot of each column, how much of the inscrip-
tion is missing, and where (if anywhere) the missing portions may be found.

The letters on our slab vary from \' to f" in height. The engraving is
careless, as the date of the Edict (A.D. 301) might lead us to expect,—and
very shallow, but the lines are fairly horizontal and evenly distributed, the
number in each column agreeing exactly. The first 25 lines of Col. I. being
absent, the following equation will enable the exact position of any line of the
inscription to be determined :

Col. 1.1. 1 = Col. II., III., IV. 1. 26.
One peculiarity in the engraving deserves special notice. The stone,

before it received the inscription, was extremely rough. In some places the
surface was damaged, in others yellowish veins stuck up and marred its even-
ness ; and in many cases the irregularity was so great that it was impossible
to engrave at all, and gaps have been left, often occurring in the middle of a
word. This added considerably to the difficulty of deciphering the inscription,
as it was not always easy to determine where letters were missing and where
they were not, or how many letters were to be supplied. A good example of
this is Col. II. 11. 56—58, where the gaps in the inscription, added to the
indistinctness of the letters themselves, made the entry for a long time
unintelligible.

For an introduction to the Edict itself, I must refer to the preliminary
chapter in Waddington's edition; but the following summary, which is based
upon it, may be found useful:—

(1) The date of the Edict is fixed, by the number of consulships and
tenures of the ' tribunicia potestas' assigned to its promulgators, to the last
quarter (after Sept. 17) of the year 301 A.D.

(2) In form it is an ' Edictum ad Provinciales'—the provincials being
addressed by the Emperors and Caesars directly, and not through the
magistrates. Thus the preamble begins with the names and titles of the
two Emperors, Diocletian and Maximian, and of the two ' Caesars,' Constantius
Chlorus and Galerius—followed by the word 'dicunt' (the more usual form in
edicts of this class is ' provincialibus salutem dicunt'). Thus also the words
provinciales nostri' (voc.) occur in the course of the preamble.

(3) The Edict is for the whole, Empire. The preamble says :—
' . . . . maxime cum ejusmodi statuto non civitatibus singulis ac

populis adque provinciis, sed universo orbi provisum esse videatur.'
Both Mommsen and Waddington consider that it was practically opera-

tive only in the Greek and Oriental provinces which were under the immediate
rule of Diocletian; but I doubt whether there is sufficient ground for this
opinion. It is true that a large number of the articles mentioned are Oriental,
but a very large number also axe from the West—e.g. nearly all the woollen,
garments, and the wool itself, of our Cols. III. and IV. It is true also that
all the copies hitherto discovered have been discovered in the Eastern pro-
vinces; but this only proves that excavation has been busier in the East
than in the West.
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(4) The sums named are not fixed prices, but maximum prices; v.
preamble, 'non praetia venalium rerum, sed modum statuendum [es]se
censuimus.'

(5) Wilful disobedience of the Edict was punishable by death or depor-
tation—' placet, ut, siquis contra formam statuti hujus conixus fuerit audentia,
capitali periculo subj[u]getur.'

(6) The result of the Edict is mentioned by the contemporary Lactantius,
de Mortibus Persecutorum, chap. vii.—' Tune ob exigua et vilia multus sanguis
effnsus, nee venale quidquam metu apparebat et caritas multo deterius
exarsit, donee lex necessitate ipsa post multorum exitium solveretur.'

(7) The prices are reckoned in ' denarii,' represented by the symbols *
(e.g. in Car. and Meg.), ¥ (in Ger.), and in Latin sometimes by #.

The ' denarius ' in question is not the silver denarius with which we are
familiar, but a copper coin of the later empire. Its value has, until quite
recently, been matter of the greatest doubt. Both Mommsen and Waddington
agreed in. provisionally equating it, so far as its value relatively to the gold
coin (' aureus' or ' solidus') is concerned, with the ' follis' of Constantine; but
the value of the ' follis' itself was uncertain, Mommsen placing it at i-^T,
Waddington at Y^~g of the ' solidus.' With regard to the latter point it now
appears that Waddington was right; but both he and Mommsen were wrong
in their equation of the ' denarius' with the ' follis.' The ' denarius' of
Diocletian was a very much smaller coin than either of them supposed.

The document which has finally settled this question is a fragment of the
Edict discovered at Elatea {Bulletin de Correspondance Helldnique, 1885,
p. 222 sqq.). Under the heading, TLepl xpvaov it contains the entry—

Xpvcrov /3pt/£??9 ip prj[y~\\i<u<} t) iv 6\OKOTTIVOI<; X.a Xe[j.<vpia>

i.e.' 1 lb. of fine gold, in bar or in specie, 50,000 denarii' : which, as Mommsen
points out in the article above referred to (Hermes, 1890, p. 17 sqq.), implies
that the value of the denarius was -575-5-0̂  of the value of a Roman pound of
gold. Then, reckoning the pound of gold at its present value—viz. 913'59
Marks—Mommsen obtains, as the equivalent of the ' denarius,' 14 Pf.—more
exactly l-827 Pf.—or about \ of an English penny. This determination of
Mommsen's must, I suppose, be taken as final. Only it must be remembered,
that to translate the ' denarius' into modern copper is somewhat misleading ;
for it obscures the point on which alone the prices quoted in the Edict can
instruct us—viz. not the relative value of copper and of commodities (copper
money being then, as now, mere token money), but the relative value of gold
and of commodities. This relative value was, it now appears, extremely
high,—i.e. either gold was dear or commodities were cheap. The prices for
coats and cloaks indeed (Col. III.) are high enough ; but 2 denarii a mile for
porterage (II. 17, 18), 4 denarii for a spade (I. 41) or fork (I. 43), and the
prices assigned to fodder of various kinds (II. 29-31), are such ridiculously
small sums that one feels inclined to decide for the former rather than
the latter alternative, i.e. if commodities were cheap, it is at least equally
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certain that gold was dear. The absolute value of (i.e. the difficulty cf
obtaining) commodities remains uncertain.

In these circumstances the interest of the inscription centres
(a) In the commodities themselves—their names, the materials of which

they were made, and the knowledge to be obtained of them by a comparison
with evidence from other sources.

(b) In the local epithets, which tell us of the countries from which these
commodities were exported; and, in this connexion, the Jiipo<; Hperavviicbs of
III. 2 has a special interest for English readers.

(c) In the relative prices of the objects specified.
(8) The only weights and measures which occur in our portion of the

inscription are the pound [\eirpa (more commonly spelt Xirpa), = Lat. ' libra '
symbol •»,]—the ounce [dyxta or ovy/cla, — Lat. 'uncia ' : symbol |~o (v. note
on III. 38)]—the ' modius ' [fioSios]—and the mile [fielXiov].

The Roman pound = c. 0'72 of the English pound Avoirdupois; the
ounce is y1^ of the Roman pound, and is therefore almost exactly an English
ounce; the 'modius' is approximately an English peck; and the mile 1618
English yards.1

(9) Evidently there was no authorized Greek version of the Edict. This
is proved by variations in the wording of different copies, by the insertion of
headings in some which are absent in others, and by some curious mistrans-
lations. Waddington's remarks on this subject are amply borne out by the
Megalopolitan fragment. With regard to headings, note especially our
heading Uepl Aavapicov (III. 55), which occurs neither in the Carystian nor
in the Theban version. An example of mistranslation occurs in I. 11 airb
0ITOV (where see note) : but the mistake is not peculiar to our stone. On
the whole the author of the Megalopolitan version has avoided mistranslation
by a free use of transcription. Mistranscription is very frequent: e.g.
irm/ievTov (II. 42) is a transcription of ' tomenti,' yXevBia (I. 39) probably of
' glubia,' Srfkdftpa (I. 40) of ' dolabra.'

In editing the text of the new fragment, I have been careful to equate it
with other versions (those from Geronthrae, Carystus, and Thebes) wherever
these coincide with ours; giving them credit, by the adoption of a different
kind of type, for every letter which they have correctly, and adding a complete
collation in the notes. This was no easy matter where—as in the first 33
lines of Col. III.—a few letters only of the earlier versions were extant, and
the number of lines (but not necessarily the number of entries) differed from
the number on our stone; and where Lenormant's copy differed, even in
number of lines, from Kohler's later and far better copy of the same stone.
The collation possesses, however, very great interest, first because it proves the
general agreement between the different versions of the Edict, and secondly
because it brings out clearly the points in which our fragment supplements or
corrects those previously known, or vice versa. I am bound to add that in

1 Gow : Companion to School Classics.
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almost every case the Megalopolitan version has proved both completer and
more correct than the rest.

In order to fit each column of our inscription into its proper place among
the other fragments, I have placed in the margin of my copy indications of the
stone or stones with which each portion coincides, and in the margin of my
edition indications of those parts of Waddington's (Wadd.) and of Mommsen's
(C.I.L.) editions of the entire Edict with which they are to be equated, or
between which they are to be inserted. Lastly, in order to knit all together,
I give here in tabular form a list of the different parts of Wadd., C.I.L.
and Meg. ( = Megalopolitan fragment), in the order in which they
must be read so as to make this portion of the Edict as nearly continuous
as possible:—

(1) Wadd. or C.IX. XV. 1—22 and Meg. I. 1—8.1

(2) Wadd. or C.I.L. XV. 23—42 = Meg. I. 9—48.
(3) Meg. I. 49—60.
(4) Portion missing—lower slab of Meg.
(5) Meg. II.
(6) 5 lines and the lower slab missing. But the bottom part of this lower

slab corresponded to
(7) Wadd. XVI. 1—18 or C.I.L. XVI. 1—20.
(8) Wadd. XVI. 19-66 or 67 \ _ „ m

or G.I.L. XVI. 21—56 J ~ 9'
(9) Wadd. XVI. 67 or 68—101 or C.I.L. XVI. 57—100.

(10) Portion missing.2

(11) Meg. IV.
(12) Small portion missing.
(13) Wadd. or C.I.L. XVIL—end.s

In Chap. XV. (our Col. I.) the readings of Wadd. and of C.I.L. are
practically identical; but for Chap. XVI. (our Col. III.) C.I.L., rather than
Wadd., should be used, Lenormant's copy, which Waddington followed, being
wholly untrustworthy (cf. introductory note on Col. III.). Waddington's notes,
however, should be consulted throughout.

In my commentary, the following are the works to which I am most
indebted :—

1 These must be added together ; they cannot upper, 85 lines. 21 + 85 = 106. From this total
be equated; for the few letters which remain in subtract 60 lines of the Carystian stone [our
Meg. do not correspond to the readings of the portion (9)]. This leaves 46 lines as the prob-
Geronthraean stone (Wadd. and C.I.L.), while able amount missing both from the Carystian
they evidently form part of the same, or a stone and from our own.
similar, section. This implies either an omis- 3 This portion is far from being continuous,
sion on one of the two stones, or a slight C.I.L. has more than Wadd. ; and C.I.L. may
difference of arrangement between them. be supplemented by various fragments more

2 The missing portion of Col. III. on the slab recently discovered, by far the most important
at Megalopolis is 21 lines ; and the lower slab of which is that from El'atea (Bulletin de Gorre-
(entirely absent) perhaps contained, like the spondance HelUnique, 1885, p. 222 sqq.).
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(1) Waddington, tldit de DiocUtien (Paris, 1864). I have borrowed from,
or referred to, his notes continually; in some cases I venture to hope that I
have added something to them, where the new fragment throws light on
words previously obscure. For my comment on the many new words which
occur in our portion of the Edict I of course am solely responsible.

(2) Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infimae Latinitatis; and the
corresponding Greek glossary. (Forcellinus has also proved useful, besides
the ordinary books of reference which it is needless to enumerate.)

(3) Of ancient authors, Pliny the elder has been of the greatest
assistance; our inscription is continually illustrated by passages in the
Historic/, Naturalis; and I owe a special debt to the invaluable Index which
fills the last two volumes of Sillig's edition of that work.

It remains only to add an explanation of the abbreviations, and other
signs, which I have employed.

I. In the copy, shading //////// represents breaks or irregularities in the
stone—wherever either letters are lost or, owing to the irregularity, a gap
was intentionally left.

Dotted letters {e.g. £} A) represent doubtful letters on the stone.
II. In the edition:—
Square brackets [ ] shew corrections or restorations.
Kound brackets ( ) shew doubtful letters.
Angle brackets < > shew the completion of words abbreviated either

intentionally or otherwise.
Heavy type indicates portions which are new (i.e. not already known

from other sources).
Thin type, portions which are old.
In the case of words of which the component letters are partly old and

partly new—where the word is new [i.e. neither an old word newly spelt, nor
the completion of a word previously conjectured)—I have appended to it
an asterisk (*) in heavy type.

The marks §§, §, and the numbers (1), (2), (3), are introduced mainly to
clear up the classification at the end of Col. IV.

At the end of each entry I have added the number of 'denarii' in
Arabic numerals.

III. In the commentary:—
Ger. = stone from Geronthrae in Laconia (' Tabula Geronthraea Secunda,'

G.I.L. Vol. III. Pt. 2, p. 817, or Le Bas and Waddington,' Voyage ArcMologique,
etc., section ' Inscriptions Grecques et Latines,' vol. II. p. 43).

Gar. = stone from Carystus in Euboea (' Fragmentum Carystium Prius,'
G.I.L. vol. III. pt. 2, p. 821, or Wadd. tidit de DiocUtien, pp. 43, 44).

Theb. = stone from Thebes (' Exemplum Thebanum/ C.I.L. vol. III. pt. 2,
p. 823).

Meg. = our own stone at Megalopolis.
"Wadd. = Waddington, HJdit de Biocletien, Paris, 1864.
G.I.L. = Corpus Inscriptionum iatinarum' vol. III. pt. 2, Berlin, 1873

H.s.—VOL. xi. x
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COL. I.

{The first 25 lines are missing. Thus 1. 1 of Column I. corresponds, in position,
to I. 26 of Columns II, Ill, and IV.)

New. (Cf.
Ger. Col. l N

37-61.) ? f

XK

XO

5 XtN

xo
////ZOYAOXHMXA

////('TPOXOYKAPPAPIKOY XAS"

o^l™. ////I WN
10 ////N////KAAAICTONTOYCTPO

///////////////////AnOBITOYXOJPlCCIAH

II Hoy x,<r
CAPATAPONAteiAWTOYCeXONTOYC

TPOXOYCXCOPICCIAHPOY X,!"^

15 PAIAAAteiAWTOYCeXOYCATOYC

TPOXOYCXOJPICCIAHPOY X,T

AOPMeiTWPIONeXONTOYCTPO

////OYCBITOJTOYCXWPICCIAHP XZ(|)

A///////////OPMeiTCOPIONeXONTOYC

20 TPOXOYCA+AV/eiACOTOYCXCOPIC

CIAH////POY X ,A

CAPArAPABIT////WTAKAIOXHMATA

TAAOITTAMeTAT(jdNKAN0O)NKAI

TOYCIAHPOYAOrOYreNOMeNOY

25 TOYCIAHPOYninPACKeC0AIO(j)ei

AOYCIN

KAPOYXONBITCOTONXtoPICCIAHP X,Z

KAPPONTCTPATPOXONMeTAZYrOY

30 XCUPICCIAHPOY X,A(j)

KAPPOCCeCIAHP^MCNOCYnePTOY

ZYAIKOYKAITOYCIAHPOYAOTOY

TTPACKeCOAl

35 AMAZAAITPOXOCMeTAZYTOYXCOPIC

CIAHPOY XCO
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10

15

20

35

§§.

25

§§. Hfpl Kappav

Kdppov Terparpoxpv fiera

30 X10/3'1 <"8ijpou ,̂o<)>

KappoS (TdriSrjpwfievoi virip TOU*

JuXtKoC* icai foC (riSrjpov \6yov*

yfvofiivov OBTWS 6<pei\fi m-

"Afia£a Si p-era ?iryoO

X«

COL. I.

l*W
[*]

• • *«'
• • • • *»

•
. £ov 8"

(") T P O X O0

>v

2apayapo]v xaXXurrov Tois rpo

[^oiis fX01"] n11^* /3tTou*

[p>« ^ , r
Sapdyapov fajftiSayrovs ex01" T 0" s

rpoxnvs x<°/"* o-t8i7pou X(,y)<p'

'PaiSa d^a8<BToi>s e^ovrra TOVS

rpoxovs xmPts <"8ijpou X,y'

AopfieiTaipwv e\ov TOVS Tpo-

\X\OVS /3t(T)(OTOVS* X<°P'S <Tl8tlp<0V>

AopfitiTaptov ex0" TO*'S

rpox°vs &\jrti8aTOv% \apis

<ri8!ipov ^ , 8

Sapdyapa j3iTo>Ta* xai o^ij/iara

TO Xot7ra /itra m v KOV6S>V KO.1

TOV (Tidrjpov, \6yov* ytvofievov

TOB <ri8^pov mTTpdtTKMrBai 6<pei-

Denarii.

40
20
70

750
70
30
36

6,000

3,500

3,000

7,500

4,000

5 0 1-8 New. (Of.
Wadd. and

C.I.L. XV. 1-22.)

7,000

1,500

800

9-48 = Wadd.
and C.IX. XV

23-42.

x 2
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TPIBOAOCZYAINOC XC

APOTPONMeTAZYI~OY XP

TTAYrAAHTOITAeYAIA XP

40 AHAABPAHTOinTOION XIB

TTAAA XA

0P6INA2 XH

TYPXHAIOAOYCZYAINH XA

CKA<t>HneNTAMOAIAIA XPN

45 MOAIOCZYAINOC XN

MOAIOCCIAHP€NA6TOC XO6

KABA0AHTOIKAMHAACHMOAIAIA

rereNHMeNHTeTOPNeYMENH X A

«-«>New. MYAOCKABAAAAPIKOC6NAI0OIC XA(|>

50 MYAOCONIKOC X,ACN

MYAOCYAPAA6TIKOC X,B

X6IPOMYAOC XCN

nePIKOCKINCON

KOCKINONAACONIKONAnOBYPCHC XCN

55 OCKINONAnOA€PMATOCCIMIAAA!A

XY

"NONnA6KTON/// / / / / /MerA XC

ONnA6KTONIA|CUTIKON

COP! AN

60 N////////nA€KTON

{The lower slab—perhaps 85 lines, like the upper—is missing)

COL. I.

Lines 1-8.—These lines, which are new, are too fragmentary for restoration. Ap-
parently they belonged to a section dealing with the parts of carriages and carts. Such a
section, in the Geronthraean fragment (v. Introduction), which contains our lines 9-48,
occurs in precisely this position, viz. immediately before the section Ilfpl o îj/iaToic. It is
headed Ilfpi gvkuv TS>V IS ra oxwara, but no part of it agrees with ours. There must
therefore have been either a difference of arrangement between the Geronthraean version
and our own, or an omission in one or the other of them.

Lines 9-48.—This portion of our inscription coincides with part of the fragment
referred to in the preceding note, from Geronthrae in LacorJa. The fragment in question
was copied by Le Bas, and edited (from Le Bas' copy, supplemented by squeezes) (a) by
Waddington (jtdit de Diocletien, 1864); (b) by Mommsen (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum,
vol. III . part 2, 1873). The two editions of the stone from Geronthrae agree perfectly
(at any rate in the portions which concern us), except that in some places one editor
deciphered a letter or two more than the other on his squeeze ; in these cases I have given,
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40

45

50

55

Tp»/3oXoy £v\ivos

Aporpov \iera Ju ôO*

IlavyXa iJTOi •y^^Sia

ArjXdppa rjroi TTTOXOV

IlaXa

0p«tva|

Tipxi) SidSous* £VX£KT|*

2xd<|>T| ir«vTa^o8ia£a*

Modtor £vhivos

MOSJOJ (riSriptyZeros

KajiaOa rjroi (cd|M)Xa* <r

yeyevryievr) TCTopvevfievr

MvXos KaPaXXapiKOS ev

MvXos OVIKOS

§. I l tpl KOO-KIVWV

K<i<rKivov dXuviKOv dirb

KI^CKIVOV dirb SCVHUITOS

Xo-'

Xp'

Xp

X*j3'

X8'
X^'
X8"*

Xp/

X/

Xoe'

ij/io8taCa

1 XX'

XCSois Xa<t>'

^ p x t , s * c r v '

< r i u i 8 a ( X i ) a

GO

K 6 C T K ] I V O V T T X C K T O V

K<S(TKI.v]0V i rXeKTOV I S l U T l K O V . . . .

. u ( p i ) a v . . . .

K O < T K I V O ] V i r X t K T O v

missing portion is supplied by no other fragment)

Denarii.
200
100
100

12
4
8
4

150
50
75

30
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in my collation, the fuller reading ; occasionally I have given both, distinguishing them by
the abbreviations (Wadd.) and (C.I.L.) respectively. From the proportion of heavy type
to light in my transcript of lines 9-48, and from the notes, it will be seen that the
Megalopolitan version (Meg.) is both completer and more correct than the Greronthraean
(Get:).

Line 9.—Ger. Hepl [o] x[|//«>]™»')—thus supplementing ours. Under the heading
*X^IMlTa a r e included travelling and pleasure carriages, &c. ; under the heading xdp'pa, carts
and waggons for agricultural purposes (Wadd.). This meaning of the word nappov
corresponds roughly to that of itdooo in modern Greek; but the modern xappo is a cart
rather than a waggon.

Lines 10-12.—Ger. [2ap^»[y]a[p]o[i> T]O[US] rpo\oi>s cxov aopfiiTovs xaPls v&ypov
¥ ,y—but the final s in the extraordinary word AOPBITOYc appears, from the
diminutive size given to it in the copies^ to have been doubtful. Thus, though the reading
is completely altered, only two letters in Ger. (OP for TTO) are different from those
of Meg.

Sapd-yapov.—Wadd. says this word probably = Lat. ' sarracum'; but ' sarracum' is a
heavy waggon of some sort (v., e.g., Juv. III. 254, 5 ' Modo longa coruscat Sarraco veniente
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abies' etc.), while aapdyapov, from its position, must be some kind of pleasure conveyance.
I suggest therefore that aapdyapov is a corruption, not of 'sarracum,' a waggon, but of
' sarraclum,' a waggonette. This would at once account for the p, otherwise inexplicable,
and give us the sort of meaning we require. The word ' sarraclum' occurs once (Ammianus
xxxi. 2, 18, quoted in Forcellinus), but has been corrected to ' sarracum' for want of the
confirmatory evidence which our inscription supplies. Wadd. says ' II y avait des aapdyapa
a deux et a quatre roues'; but this remark is based on 1. 22 o-apdyapa (ilpoira (bi-rota),
where however we dispute the reading /3ip<ara, so that the evidence for the two-wheeled
aapayapov falls through.

dopPiros is explained by Wadd. (after Mominsen) as a hybrid word, formed from the
Latin 'orbis' with the Greek negative prefix, and meaning 'non in orbem nexus,1 so that
the rpoxos aopfiiTos would be the mere pieces of wood destined to form a wheel. He restores
the word also in 1. 18, and is followed by Mommsen in the Corpus (C.I.L.), though from
their copies it appears that the reading of the stone (if they read it correctly) was fiiparovs.

Now, even if the reading dopfttrovs in 11. 11 and 18 were correct, the explanation
given of the word would be open to two objections: (1) no instance of a hybrid word
occurs in the inscription ; Latin words are either translated into Greek, or transcribed in
Greek characters and provided with Greek terminations ; (2) the bopfieirapiov with the
rpo^os aopfiiTos costs more than that with the rpoxos ety«8<oros—a reductio ad absurdum
of the theory that the former is incomplete, the latter complete. But as a matter of fact
aop/3iTov(s) in 1. 11 must be an engraver's error for OTTO $i'rpv, which he did not understand,
and in 1. 18 it is a mere conjecture of the editors for ^iparois, which they did not understand
(the epithet 'bi-rotus' being obviously inapplicable to a wheel); the real reading in 1. 18
was probably frrarovs, as in Meg.

Now let us turn to our own readings, airb pCrov in 1. 11, and PITWTOIPS in 1. 18. In the
first place they are equivalent, for both alike are opposed to a\jrci8uTovs in the entries which
follow them (11. 13 and 20 respectively). Now (UTOS must be the Latin ' vitus,' an obscure
word, for which however there is sufficient evidence (v. Forcellinus, s.v.). (1) It occurs in
Probus, Instituta Artium (p. 116, 22, Keil), where it appears as a feminine word making
abl. sing. ' vita,' dat. and abl. plur. ' vitibus,' not ' vitubus,' but distinguished from abl. plur.
of ' vitis' by a difference of accentuation. (2) It occurs in Marius Victorinus, Ars
Gramniatica (p. 56, 17, Keil), where 'vitus' ('viti in rotis') is given as a derivative from
' viere' (to bend, plait), whence ' vimen' &c. Here Keil suspects ' viti in rotis' and
substitutes ' vietores'; but the MS. reading is borne out by our inscription, which makes
' vitus' a part of a wheel. (3) In the Corp. Gloss. Lat. (ed. Goetz), Vol. II. p. 334, are the
entries • ins, vitus' (al. virus) and ' navBbs rpo^ov, urus '—the latter of which, or else some
similar gloss, was corrected by Scaliger (Ep. 333) to ' vitus' on the authority of Victorinus.
Thus, apart from our inscription, the evidence for ' vitus,' as part of a wheel, rests only (1)
on Victorinus, and (2) on the former of the above glosses; and in each case the reading
has, for want of confirmatory evidence, been hitherto disputed. Scaliger follows Victorinus
in deriving ' vitus' from ' viere' ; but it is more probably identical with the Greek irvs,
the v representing a lost digamma.

The conclusion, then, is that ' vitus' O«"os i n o u r inscription) = "TVS, the felloe, or
periphery, of a wheel. But a-^ns also commonly=the felloe of a wheel. How ' vitus' differed
from ' apsis' (a^is), and the rpoxbs PLTCOTOS from the T^O^AS d\jfeiSu>ros, is not clear. Possibly
the rpoxos ayjffiStyros was a solid (spokeless) wheel; for such wheels were certainly used in
ancient times, and atyis (from anrai) may, and often does, mean a disc as well as a circle
or arc. ITVS, on the other hand, means nothing but a rim, and implies a periphery, with
spokes, as in modern wheels. This suggestion, which is little more than conjecture, at
least accounts for the difference in price between the two.

Lastly, the question occurs, How did the reading anb /3iVou in 1. 11, as equivalent to
fiiTaTos, arise ? Possibly some engraver with the Latin ' vitutus,' or some such word, before
him, supposed the epithet to be one expressing material; and the mistake which thus arose
has been perpetuated. By the time he reached 1. 18 he had seen the word d
which opened his eyes, and prevented him from repeating the mistake.
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Our price X(s is an improvement on Ger.'s ¥,y, which made the rpo^os /3IT<»TOS in the
case of the o-apdyaoov less expensive than the rpoxbs &TJrei.tSa>T6s, while in the case of the
&oppeiTapiov it is more expensive.

Lines 13, 14.—e»|«i8<i>T0iis.—Ger. aTJrib'aTovs. ,T in Meg. is probably a mere slip of
the chisel for ,1", which is the reading of Ger.

Lines 15, 16.—e»|rei8ttTOiPS, Tpoxo»s.—Ger. dijnSaTovs, Tpox<>[vs]. 'PotSo = Lat. 'raeda'
or ' reda,' a four-wheeled travelling-carriage. It must have been extremely light, if one
may believe Suetonius' statement about Caesar—that he travelled, in a hired 'reda,' at the
rate of a hundred (Roman) miles a day (Suet. Caesar, 57).

Lines 17, 18.—8op|«i.T<ipiov, Tpo[x]<nPs, <ri!Kjp«>v>, }4£ij>.—Ger. hopfiiTo>pio¥, rpoxovs,
aiSrjpov, -X,/3$. piTWToils.—Ger. [ao]p[/3i]rovs; but this is a conjectural restoration of the
editors, very much farther from the truth than the reading of their stone, which, if they
copied it correctly, was BIPflTOYC. The epithet piparos ('bi-rotus') is of course
inapplicable to a wheel ; and jiirtoTovs, which is probably the true reading of Ger., as of
Meg., was an unknown word and naturally did not occur to them.

Aopfxcmipiov (' dormitorium') is of course a sleeping-carriage—not a litter, however, for
it had wheels. The following passage, which is quoted both by Forcellinus and Du Cange,
includes several of the ox^p-axa ('vehicula') of our list. It is part of St. Jerome's
commentary on Isaiah lxvi. 20; he enumerates the different Vehicles, &c, in which it
is said the people shall be brought to Jerusalem as an offering to the Lord, ' Equos et
quadrigas, et rhedas et leclicas, sive basternas, et dormitoria, mulosque et mulas, et carrucas,
et diversi generis vehicula.' The distinction here made between ' dormitoria' and ' lecticae
sive basternae' seems at first sight to bear out the meaning (' carriage' not ' litter') in our
inscription ; but it must be admitted that later on St. Jerome appears to use ' basternae'
and ' dormitoria' indifferently.

Lines 19—21.—Ger. Aopp-irospLov %xov T\OVS r]poxovs a^iht^rovs ô>]ptff o~thi)pov ¥ , /3 .
Lines 22-26.—PITWTO.—Ger. fiipayra.
KOI TOB <riSfy>ov, Xdyov Yevo|i£vou TOO <ri8Vjpoii.—Ger. Kai TOV aiSrjpov bt TOV yiyvojxivov.

But Ger.'s TOV o-tSijpou TOV yiyvoptvov is meaningless, and the xai . . . 8<r is rather
absurd. Our reading Xoyou for Se TOV, and the repetition of TOV o-idrjpov, makes all clear.
As to our reading jSirtord, the thiid letter is not absolutely clear ; but it can hardly be
anything but a T, and is certainly not a P. Moreover the reading T brings this line
into accord with 11. 10—12, with which it corresponds. Five kinds of vehicles (trapayapa and
dopiieirapia, with wheels fiiTaToi and aifrtio'aToi, and paiSai of the latter kind) have been
mentioned, and their prices, without the iron, have been given. The present entry provides
for the case in which the same vehicles are sold with the iron. Instead of a repetition of
the whole list, the first of the five (o-apdyapa /SH-COTO, a shortened form of o-apdyapa fiiTarovs
fjona Tois Tpo^ovs) is repeated, with the addition Kai o^^uTa ra \onrd, which exactly =
' K.T.X.' or ' &c.' The reading pipara, given by Wadd. and C.I.L. as that of Ger. alters
the whole drift of the passage, by introducing a neiv kind of vehicle, which is supposed to
be sold always with the iron. Probably Ger., like Meg., really reads fin-iord, but the word,
being Unknown, was not recognized, and T is easily mistaken for P.

Note that the reading ptTWTa destroys the evidence for the two-wheeled o-apdyapov ;
cf. note on o-apayapov, 1. 10.

KavSuv, here 'tiers'—not the wooden periphery, which we have had already.
Line 27.—KopoOxov PITWTOV.— Ger. Kapovxa ;J3iyaTa. The numeral ,f' is absent

from Ger.
Kapovxa (= carruca) is of course more correct than Kapovx0" ! t"11* ^n ^h*8 inscription

genders are treated with great contempt. Thus, kdppos and Kcppov are used indifferently
(I. 29, 31), ;rXov>ior (II. 32) = Lat. pluma, rpi&oXos (I. 37) = Lat. tribulum. The last
however is not peculiar to our inscription.

' Carruca ' in Latin appears to have been a high and pompous carriage of some kind ;
this at least is the impression given by some of the passages quoted by Du Cange :
'Senatores prosequebantur carrucis nutantibus' (Paulinus, Epist. 10 ad Severuni), and
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' alii summum decus in carrucis solito altioribus ponentes' {Cod. Theodor. et Justin.). Note
that the ' carruca' always has its wheels /3tra>rol, and is, with one exception (the dop/ieiTapiov
fiiraTov), the most expensive vehicle in the list.

PITWTOV.—Though our reading fiiTarrdv is quite clear, it is conceivable that it is an error
for (Hiyarov, the engraver not understanding fiiyarov, and therefore substituting /3IT<OIW,
a word which he had had already. On the other hand ' bigatus' is an improbable word
as an epithet of a carriage. No instance of such a use occurs. The proper epithet would
be ' bijugus'; ' bigatus' having a totally different meaning, Viz. ' with a biga on it,' e.g.
'bigatus nummus.' Note also that in Le Bas' copy all we have is PI ITT A, which is
meaningless ; and Wadd. can only say that BI F A T A on his squeeze is 'assez claire,' and
that he is quite sure it is not BIPOOTA. BITOJTA did not occur to him as a possible
alternative. The conclusion of all this is that Meg.'s reading Pirarrbv is the right one, and
that /3tr<»Ta should take the place of fiiyara in Ger.

Line 28.—Qep\ Kapp'av.

Kofipwv.—Ger. Kapav ; but Le Bas' copy has K A Pi/// / , which, combined with KAPIN
in 1. 29, and K API ON in 1. 31, looks as if the real reading of the stone were K APPON,
double p, as in Meg.

icdp'pwv in this heading appears to be a generic term for agricultural carts, including
the specific xapp'ov and afiat-a, which are four-wheeled and two-wheeled respectively. There
must have been some vagueness as to the specific meaning of these words since it was
thought necessary to define them by the epithets Ttrpdrpoxov and hlrpoxps. The word
' carrum' or 'carrus' occurs both in Caesar and Livy, but always designates a barbaric
waggon of some kind. It was common in late Latin, apparently equivalent to the classical
' plaustrum' (' Plaustrum, quod vulgo carrum'; v. Du Cange), which was both four- and
two-wheeled. In modern Greek while nappo is the common word for an agricultural
cart (cf. note on 1. 9), dfiaga is a four-wheeled pleasure or travelling conveyance, most
commonly a ' fly.'

As Waddington has remarked, the use of headings in this edict is very uncertain and
inconsistent. Thus, in the present case, no fresh heading occurs until 1. 53, Hepi
Koa-Kivav, while the heading rlepi Kdpp'av is properly applicable to three entries only
at most.

Lines 29, 30.— Kdppov; X,H>.—Ger. Kapov ; ¥,or. Tor Kapov Le Bas' copy has
KAPIN ; v. note on last line.

Lings 31-34.—K. <r«ri8.—Ger. Kapov o-ea-iSrjpwpJvov (neuter, as in preceding line).
Le Bas has K API ON, and I suspect the real reading is K APPON, double p, as in our
version ; v. note on 1. 28.

iirep TOO SVXIKOV.—Ger. (C.I.L.) \jt\tr\a\ £vyoi £v\(vov, (Wadd.) [>i]«-[a fujyoii gvXlvov.
I greatly prefer our own reading ; for Ger.'s reading, when \6yov is restored for fie TOV in
1. 32, becomes untranslatable except by taking the words in a very unnatural order ; and
the restoration Xo'yov is certain. At the same time, TO £V\IKOV, absolutely, for ' woodwork,
is peculiar.

\6yov.—Ger. fie TOV ; v. note on 11. 22—26.
OCTWS.—Absent from Ger.
£<j>c(Xei mirpdiTKCxHIai.—Ger. mirpaaKfaOai 6(peiKei.
Lines 35, 36.—|«T&. JvyoO.—Ger. /ier[a Qvyov.
&|La|a, here two-wheeled. In one of the earliest places where the word occurs (Od. ix.

241) it is definitely stated to have four wheels, and such is the use of the word in
modern Greek.

Line 37.—TpCpoXos.— Lat. 'trlbulum' (from ' tero'). The short ' i ' (v. Anih. Pal. vi.
104) arose from a confusion with rpi/SoXos, a ' caltrop.' ' Tribulum' is a threshing-sledge.
Its use is best explained by Varro, de R. JR. i. 52, 1—' Id fit e tabula lapidibus aut ferro
asperata, quo [quae ?] imposito auriga aut pondere grandi trahitur jumentis junctis, ut
discutiat e spica grana.' And Pliny (xviii. 30, 72) enumerates the different modes of
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threshing,' Messis ipsa alibi tribulis in area [the sledge], alibi equarum gressibus exteritur
[treading], alibi perticis flagellatur [the flail], v. also Verg. Georgics I. 164.

Line 38.—|«TA Jvyov.—Ger. [p\era £v\ov ; but our £vyov is quite clear; and, the
plough being almost (often quite) entirely of wood, Ger.'s |uXa>* is meaningless. The
cheapness of the plough (1*. 8d ; but v. Introduction) is interesting. Both the Hesiodic and
the Vergilian plough were extremely simple structures ; and the plough used in Arcadia
at the present day is almost identical with the Hesiodic and hardly more elaborate ; the
only difference which one can discover being the addition of the Vergilian 'aures' or
' earth-boards.' I have seen such a plough in course of construction by a countryman,
and he assured me he could complete it in a day.

Line 39.—nafiyXa <jroi -yXcv&ia Xp.—Ger. SUeXkav Topovevrrjv ¥t/3. I can bring these
two readings into no relation to each other ; both must have been in the original, unless
indeed 'pamcula,' which he did not understand, suggested SixeXXa to an imaginative
engraver.

IlavyXa.—No doubt the Latin ' pavicula,' a ' rammer' or ' beetle,' for beating down
earth in making a floor or the like. Its use is explained by Cato, de R. R. 91 (to make
an ' area' or threshing-floor), ' Comminuito glebas bene, deinde coaequato, et paviculis
verberato.' The word is derived from 'pavio' (cf. ira'ua), to 'beat,' 'pound,' whence
' pavimentum.'

PXcvSia.—A clue to the meaning of yXeiSia may probably be obtained from the entry
' gulbium' in Du Cange. ' Gulbium' is there explained in the following terms : ' Instru-
mentum ad hortum excolendum, apud Adalardum in Statutis antiquis Monasterii
Corbeiensis cap. 1, Scalprum, Gulbium, et falcilia, &c.' ' Instrumentum ad hortum
excolendum' seems to me hardly a satisfactory explanation. From the position of the
word, between ' scalprum' and ' falcilia' [1 falcula], I should rather suppose it to be a
cutting-instrument of some kind. In this connection, Mr. Hyslop, of King's, has called
my attention to the word ' glubo' (». Lewis and Short). ' Glubo' = yKitfxo, and occurs in
Cato {de R. R. 33, 5) and Varro {de R. R. i. 55, 2) in the sense of ' to bark' or ' to peel.'
I am inclined to think that this verb is the origin both of ' gulbium' and yXevfim. The
derivative noun was probably ' glubia' or ' glubium.' This word has been corrupted, on the
one hand, in the Statutes to ' gulbium' (transposition of u and 1)—possibly this was even
the form in use at that time—on the other, by the engraver of our inscription, who did not
understand the Latin word, to ' gludia,' yXevSia (substitution of D for B). Both transitions
are of the easiest; and for the discrepancy in gender, v. note on 1. 27. yKddta, then,
—properly yXdfiia, Lat. glubia or glubium—is an instrument for barking trees.

Line 40.—At|XAppo; irrotov.—Ger. 2H[IV]VT)V ; nrvov. AtjXdppa should no doubt be
&>Xa/3pa = Lat. ' dolabra,' a ' pick.' Possibly it was wooden, like the nipx1? of 1. 43, and
(probably) the 8p(iva£ of 1. 42 ; oyuit/i; is the Greek translation of the same word.1 Here,
as in the succeeding line, the Geronthraean engraver translated, the Megalopolitan
transcribed.

irrotov, irruov.—The interchange of oi and v shews how early the degeneration of
Greek vowel-sounds set in. Probably by the end of the 3rd century A.D. OI and v were
pronounced alike, as they are at the present day. Similarly, i and v {e.g. layivrj = voyli>tj) ;
i, «, and i) {e.g. Is = (Is; oXoa-eipixov {Meg.) = oXooT/pucdv {Car.), &c).

The position of m-oiov—among spades, forks, and picks—is noticeable. It is not a
winnowing-fan, but a winnowing-shovel, with which the threshed corn was thrown up
against the wind. Possibly even the notion of winnowing had disappeared, as in modern
Greek the diminutive (jrrvapi. is the ordinary word for a shovel.

Line 41.—IldXa.—Ger. fiaic[cWav]. IlaXa = Lat. ' pala,' a spade ; Rich adds ' with an
iron blade,' apparently on the authority of Columella ; but the price given here (less than
Id.; but v. Introduction) implies a wooden instrument of the simplest kind. Ger.'a

is not = 'bidens,' 'hoe, 'as L. and S., but ='dolabra, ' 'pickaxe.' This is proved
by Ar. Nub. 1486, as well as by our inscription.
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translation pi«XXa suggests that the /xaicfXXa also was a spade ; and there is nothing either
in the word itself, or in tlie passages cited by the lexica, to conflict with this. The
explanation of L. and S., ' pickaxe,' is disproved by one of the passages cited by themselves,
Luc. dial, cum Hes. 7, a passage which decidedly favours the rendering ' spade.' Lastly, if
fiaKtWa in Ger. was not a spade, then the spade was altogether absent from the list.

Line 42.—0p«tva|.—Absent from Ger. The price alone remains. 0pctva|, 8ptva| =
& three-pronged fork ; cf. Arist. Pax, 567. It is so cheap, that it must, like the two-pronged
fork which follows, have been wooden.

Lines 43, 44.—Ger. (Wadd.) fio . ovy . . . v
X afiov

. ¥ pV8.
C.I.L. ditto, with slightly different intervals. Evidently in Ger. the numeral S has

got out of place, so that what were really two entries have, in the transcript, been combined
into one. This gave pv8 = 154, a ridiculous figure.

As to the letters, which evidently w«re not very.clear, I suppose that what the

transcribers have got as MO . OYT . . . N was really AIO . OYC . . . N .

(= Siodovs IvXi'yi;), and that . . . AMOY . . . should be . . . AMOA . . .
( = irevrafioBiaia).

•ripxi).—Cf. Du Cange's Greek glossary, ' Ti!px>;, Furea, in Gloss. Gr. Lat.' He adds
1 Puto legendum (pvpicr) ;' but our inscription confirms rvpxi) as the correct reading. Tvpxv
btoSovs, then, = a ' two-pronged fork.'

<rKd()>T| ir£VTa|io8taia = a ' five-modius tub.' The ' modius' was about a peck.
Line 45.—M<58tos JvXivos, a ' wooden modius-measure ; ' chiefly used for measuring

corn ; v. illustration in Rich. The 'modius' there figured seems to be aiSrjpepdtros
(' strengthened with iron bands'), as in the next entry in our inscription.

Line 46.—<ri8i]pev8«Tds.—Ger. aibrjpmtos, with same meaning.
Line 47.—Ka.pa.8a; Kajj/î Xa; o-ijpoSiata; Y«7«VT)(I.̂ VT) Ttropvrufievi).—Ger. yafiadav;

KoveiXav; CT^O&IW ; y€vofievr)\y] Topovfvrrjv. (Wadd. notes that the KO of KbWiXav is
doubtful.) Ka.pa.9a, or yaftada (Lat. gabata) appears to be a hollow dish or bowl for
food. That it is a bowl, and not a flat dish is proved: (a) by its epithet here, <rr)fi.o8iata,
shewing that it held a fixed measure ; (b) by the absurd etymology given by Isidorus and
others [v. Du Cange], viz. from 'cavata' 'hollowed'; (c) from Hesychius' rendering of
yaSaBov, ' TpvfiXiov,' a mistake which could not have arisen if it had been a flat dish. That
it was a bowl for food, and not a drinking-bowl, appears (a) from Martial xi. 32,18 ; where,
describing the dinner given by Caecilius, where all the dishes are of ' cucurbita' or ' gourd,'
he says of the steward, 'Sic implet gabatas paropsidasque, Et leves scutulas, cavasque
lances,' all of which are dishes of various kinds—there is no reference at all to drinks ;
(b) from a Christian writer, Fortnnatus (c. 600 A.D.), ' Carnea dona tumens argentea Gavata
perfert,' which shews that its meaning remained unchanged.

To the meaning of Kd|xi]Xa {Ger. KoVciXa) I have found no clue. It must have been a
vessel of some kind, and probably received its name xa/iijXa from its shape.

Lines 49-end.—The remainder of this column is new ; I have nothing to collate with
it. It is a continuation of Wadd.'s chap, xv., which breaks off abruptly at this point, the
Geronthraean fragment here coming to an end.

Line 49.—nvXos KapaXXapixds, ' horse-mill'; iv XWois apparently = ~Ki8ivos.
Line 50.—|ivXos OVIKIJS, 'ass-mill.' Cf. Mark ix. 42, where /ivXos OMKOS is translated

' a great mill-stone' in the R.V., the horse, for such purposes, being unknown in Palestine.
Here it is by no means the greatest. The order in price (as in size) is (1) water-mill (JJLVXOS
vSpaXeTiKos) ; (2) horse-mill ; (3) ass-mill ; (4) hand-mill (xtipoVuXot). The prices must be
for the stones only, the price for the water-mill especially being too small on- any other
supposition.

Line 53.—A new heading, ' Sieves.'
Line 54.— KOO-KIVOV OXUVIKOV.—This was, I suppose, a winnoiring-sieve. Two processes
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had to be gone through, viz. (1) casting up the corn against the wind, so as to separate
husk from grain ; (2) sifting the grain itself, so as to separate large from small. The
modern ' winnower' combines both functions.

Lines 55, 56.—K]<5<ncivov anb Ŝ ppaTos K.T.X,—The difference between this and the
Koa-Kivov aitb fivp(rqs of L 54 must be in the epithet, which I cannot wholly decipher.

Line 57.—K&ncivov irXacnJv.—The 'sieves of 11. 54—56 were drums of hide, pierced.
Those of 11. 57 sqq. are TTA«TO, i.e. a net-work like that of modern sieves. For the KOVKIVOV
airb flvpoT)S v. illustration in Rich s.v. ' Cribrum.'

Line 58.—ISUKTIK^V, 'common,' 'ordinary.'— Ibiarqs came from meaning a ' lay ' (as
opposed to official), to meaning a ' common' (as opposed to superior) person. For ISKOTUWS,
= 'common,' v. Steph. Thesaurus, s.v. ; and for ISiayrrjs, = a 'common person,' v. Col. IV.
11. 26, 27 of our inscription, 'XI'KOU Tpa\vripov Is XPWW 'SKaTOfv] re Kai <j>aji(\tapiK.av,' a
coarser material for the use of common people and slaves.
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COL. II.

1-80 New A XH

M X~

OY >A XM

5 XPCOMAT ŷ A XA

XPOJM ^A XK

NKAIX6AWNINUJ

> A XPN

INAIKOYNCOTIAIOY ^A XP

10 tu////

PAC()IKHICXNOTATH XA

AC(J)WPMBeAONH A XB

NHCAPKOPA(j)HHTOICArMA

IKH XB

15 TOJNMICGCUNTHCBeKTOY

llllHC
AENANOPtUntOKATAMEIAION

XB

HCMIC0OCKATAM6IAINA XIB

20 ////KTOYPAKAPPOYrerOMOONOY

ICA6ITPAC ,AC KA06KACTON

M6IAION XK

BeKTOYPATOMOYKAMHAOYeK

A8ITPWN X KAGGKACTONMei

25 AION XH

B6KTOYPAONOYrerOMlOMeNOY

KA06KACTONMeiAION XA

nepixoPTOY

XOPTOYBIKIAC >B XB

30 XOPTOYHTOIAXYPOY >A XB

nABOYAOY > T XA

nepinAOYMOY

nAOYMOYXHN€IOY >A XP

nAOYMOYAIA^OPOJNOPNetON >A XN

35 niePAAenTAnoiKiAUJNOPNewN

A6ITPA A XB

eneACHTOITTAOYMOYAnoeAIKHC

A6ITPAI P X,\
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COL. II. Denarii.

H * r

ov ~fta ){\L

5 \pdt^ar<os> W XX'

i<a-

(v) Kal

•»« * p v

'IVSIKOV vconafov 7»a

10 §§. ? n«pi p«Xov](<«)[v ?

? BcXdvt) . . ,]pa<)>(Kf| itrxvoTdri) ^ 8 '

A»iTcp]as d/up|i.<T]s> pcXdvi) a X P

BcXd]vi) o-a[K]Kopd<f>T) ^TOI o-a.-yp.a-

[ T M ^P' 2
15 §§. Ilepl] TUV |utr6av TTJS PCKTOV-

[p]i]S

. . . aev dv6p»iro> KaTa (itCXiov

XP' 2
?'A|id|]i]S |i.ur6bs Kara (i«tXiv a ^ ip ' 12

20 BcJKTOvpa Kap'pov y(yoy.a<C\i.{>vov

ts Xtirpas ,ao-' Ka6* ^KaoTOv

|xciXu>v ^ K 20
BtKTOvpa •yo(iou Ka|i^jXov IK

XeiTpuv x' K a ^ ^KOOTOV ptl-

25 Xiov ^r) 8

BcKTOvpa 6vov ytyopmpivov

Ka8' ^Kao-rov |t(lXu>v ^h' 4

88. IIcpl x^prov

XdpTov Pixtas "»P ^ P 2

30 Xdprov ^TOI dxvpov %S' ^ p ' 2

IlapovXov * ; ' ^ a 1

IIXov[j.ou x i v e ' o v * a ' Xp 1 0 0

IIXov(i.ov 8ia<)>dpav ipWwv W ^v 5 0

35 IlTCpoL Xtirrd ITOIKCXUV dpWwv

XeCrpo a' ^ P ' 2

ip-oi irXovpiov diro eXCKrjs

P K,a 1,000

8 1-80 New.
Gomes between

6 XV. and XVI.
of Wadd. and

C.I.L.

40
30
20

150
100

4
2
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AYXN6IAOCK6NTHNAPIN X,A

40 KAN0HAHCHTOIKAAAMAN0HAHC

K6NTHNAPIN XP

nWMeNTOYHTOirNA(j>AAAOY >A XH

ACYT6POY ^A XA

nTePONnAONIONKAAAICTONA XB

45 nT€PArYniNAK6 X 7

nePIKAAAMtUNKAIMEAANlOY

M6AANIOY >A

KAAAMOinA(J)lKOIAAeZANAPeiNOI

MONOTONATOI

50 KAAAMOIAeYT<|)WP K "

nePiecoHToc

XAAMYCCTPATIIOTIKHINAIKTIOJNA

AIAKAAAICTH X,A

CTIX////HINAIKTICONAAIA X,B

55 ACHMOC X,ACN

//6NAPOMICICnAnYAI(jJNAMIA

6XOYCA////MHKOYCK////////AinAA

TOYCno////AAC I?1 BAnTH X,B(()

eNAPOMICKAAAICTHKPeBCTTAPIA

60 AEYKHAeiTPUJN IB X,AX

eNAPOMICAPABIKHHTOIAAMACKH

NHH€////T€PACOnOIACAHnOTOYN

BAnTHAOrOYreNOMeNOYTOYAei

TPICMOYTHCePeACKAITHCnAOYMA

65 PicewcninPACK6C0AiO(j)eiAei

eNAPOMICIAIOJTIKH ^1 X(j>

A6AMATIKOMA(|)ePTIONrYNAIKei

ONezePllONTPAXYTePWNCeCHMI

MeNONnOP<J)YPACICriNHC

70 A6AMATIKHANAPCIA////

KOCeXOYCAYnOBAATTHC////////

YnOBAATTHC r//////////////////
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Denarii.

AvxvciSos nevrijvapiv %,a. 1,000

40 KO.V6TJ\T)S TJTOI KaXauav6r|Xr|s

KCVTT|Vapl.V %p 100

[T]O>(I.^VTOV TJTOI Yva<j>d\\ou W %-rj 8

Acvrlpov 7>a )(8' 4

Xlrtpov irarfviov KOXXUTTOV a J^p' 2

15 IlTcpd -yiJiuva Kt' X r 6

§§. IIcpl KaXd(ia)v Kal («Xav£ou

McXavCov W Xi-P' 1 2

KaXapoi IIa(|>iKol 'AXc£avSp»voi

uovo'yovaTol ^ 8 ' 4

50 KaXapoi Sevr<cpas> <)>'ip<c.iis> K )^8 4

§§. Iltpl 4<r8t|Tos

XXajivs o-TpaTUDTuefl tvSucTtwvd-

Xia KaXXCcm) ^ , 8 ' 4 ,000

Srixt) ivSiKTiuvdXia ^»P 2 ,000

55 "A<rn(iios ^ , a o T 1 ,250

"Ev8po)ils is irairvXiwva (iia,

^Xovira [I^KOUS Kal irXd-

TOUS wd8as ir', pairrtj •KrP4>' 2 , 5 0 0

"Ev8po)j.ls KOXXIOTI] Kpepprrdpia

60 XeuK*| XeiTpuv iP' X,»x' 1,600

"EvSpo(jils '1

vi\ f\ eTt'pas

Xdyov ytvoptvov TOU Xei-

i Ttjs «pe'as Kal TTJS

'Ev8pO|J.ls tSllOTlKf̂  1>{ X<l> 500

ov 4£ tpkov Tpaxvr^pwv, o-«rr]|u-

\Uvov, irop<)>vpas lo-yivrjs

70 AcX|iariKf| dvSpcCa [(irj-]

KOS

7' [ird8as ?] .
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CTIXHACH////MOC6Y///////////
75 A6AMATIKOM

CYNteiPIKO
AeAMATIKOM

TOYNH////

ex////
80 A6AM

(5 lines, and the entire lower slab, are missing.)

COL. II.

The second column is entirely new. It must come between Chaps. XV. and XVI. n
the arrangements of Wadd. and of the Corpus, since our Col. I. tacks on to the end of
their Chap. XV., and our Col. III . coincides with a part of their Chap. XVI. Col. II. did
not immediately follow Col. I. (in its present form), the lower part of all four columns
having been inscribed on a separate slab, which has not been discovered (v. Introduction).
There is therefore a gap at this point, corresponding to all (perhaps eighty-five lines) which
was engraved in this column on the lower slab.

Lines 1-10.—Of these ten lines we have fragments only. They refer to some article
which was sold by weight (the pound), and which appears from 1. 5 xp<i>pa(T) . . . to have
been of different colours.

Line 7.—xe^<*vH!ov]>—' °f tortoise-shell "I or is it a colour ?
Line 8.—'-VWTUICOV.—v. note on IV. 11.
Line 10.—[Iltpl pcXov] (w)[v].—The restoration is conjectural; but fairly probable, as

headings are pretty abundant in this part of the inscr.
Line 12.—8«vr*p]as <|>(&pn<T)s>,—' second quality.' In other parts of the edict, e.g. in

our Col. IV., nparr. <pa>p., Sevr. (pap., etc.—or <f>ap. a, <pap. (31, <pa>p. y'—are regular formulae.
In other cases we have the full word (papp-rji, or the same thing with a short -o-. And in
places where the original is extant, we have the Latin ' forma,' of which 4><op/"7> or $op/«7,
is a transcript.

The transition to this sense of the word 'forma' ('class' or 'quality') appears in
Cicero's use of it for the sub-divisions of a genus, noted by Quintilian (V. 10, 62).
Waddington remarks (introductory note on Chap. VIII.) that under the Empire ' forma'
was a 'grade' in the imperial service, officials rising regularly from one 'forma' to
another. Our word ' form,' equivalent to ' class,' in a school, is an extension of this.

Line 13.—<ra[ic]icop£<|>T).—The stone reads clearly a-apKopdcprj. That this is a mistake
for <raKKopd(pT] is clear from the following entry in the Etymologicum Magnum; ' A/tcorpa—
r) fie\6vr) f) fiiiljov, t]v vvv traKKopa(f> tov KaXov<r(».' Since it was a large needle, and
used for sacking, it was probably what we should call a 'packing-needle.'

Line 14.—o-a-y[i.a[y]u<rfj.—Another large needle, perhaps a saddler's needle, ady/ia being
a ' pack-saddle.'

Lines 15, 16.—A new section,—rates for carriage and porterage. fcKToCpa = ' vectura.
Lines 17, 18.— . . . oev &v8p<Siro> KOTOI ptiXiov.—The reading is certain. <rdy[i]a h is

a possible restoration, but I do not consider it satisfactory. In any case the wages are for
porterage by hand. The price is very low. Possibly the missing word was some measure
of weight—that of a small-sized package; so that the porter could earn twice or three
times the amount in a single journey.
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75 AcX|umK&(|i) [cuf̂ pnov . . ?]

AC\|UITIKO|I [cuft̂ priov Mou-]

Tow<)[<riov 6aXd<r<riov pfjicos ?]

*x[ov viropXATTT)s . . . ir<S8as?]

80 AtXpi

lower 'portion of the missing slab corresponds to Wadd. XVI* 1—18,
G.I.L. XVI. 1—20.)

Line 19.—O.|XI1|]T]$.—The restoration is purely conjectural; but may well, I think, be
correct. The word is of the right length to fit the line ; it conies naturally alongside of
Kappov (1. 20); and the price is suitable—viz. rather more than half the hire of the tcdppov,
which had four wheels, while the afia^a had two.

pctXiv, for /ifi'Xiov. The termination -w for -tov is common in late inscriptions. We
may compare Ktvrqvapiv for Kevrrpiapiov in 1L 39 and 41.

Lines 20-22.—Kate for carriage by waggon, 20 denarii a mile. For this rate the
employer is entitled to a load not exceeding 1,200 Koman lbs. (Is \cirpas ,aa).

Xctrpas—Aclrpa (or XiVpa)=Lat. 'libra,' ' a pound.' The Roman pound was equivalent
to about 0'72 (=nearly f) of an English pound. The symbol for it in the inscription is >,
which perhaps=Xi<Tpa>. Other symbols employed, in different versions of the Edict,
are A (Ger.) /ft (Car.), and "J (Megara). In Latin fragments of the Edict the usual
abbreviation is 'Ital. P 0 ' (=Italicum Pondo).

•yeYO(««><(U>vov,—two letters accidentally omitted. The verb yo/ioa), from y6p.os, is
not absolutely unknown; one instance is quoted from Babrius.

Lines 23-25.—Rate of carriage by camel.—Why Is Xrfrpas ,a«r in the preceding entry,
IK Xcirpwv x here 1 I t is hardly likely that in one case the maximum load, in the other the
minimum, for which the charge was made, is given ; so we must suppose that the difference
is merely in the point of view—one is ' up to,' the other ' down from,' the fixed amount.

Line 28.—A new heading,—'Fodder.'
Line 29.—puctas.—Lat. vicia, ' vetch.' The meaning of ' vicia' is sufficiently estab-

lished : (a) by the identity of name with our ' vetch,' (b) by its use as fodderj (c) by
Pliny XVIII. 15, 37, where it is classed among leguminous plants, (d) by Varro, de R. R.
I. 31, 5, where the word is derived from 'vincio' because of its clinging tendrils.

Why the price should be fixed for 2 lbs. is not clear. In the next entry the amount
fixed is 4 lbs., and in the succeeding entry 6 lbs. Presumably these were ordinary ' feeds.'
If the sale of larger quantities were contemplated, the rate would be either per lb. or (more
probably) per cwt. bcevrrjpapis ; cf. 1. 39).

Line 30.—\6prm.—Here a specific kind of fodder, as opposed to the generic sense of
the word in L 28. Presumably 'hay,' the fodder par excellence. The word is frequently
used as = Lat. faenum ; e.g. in the proverb ' x°PTOV *Xei e ! r ' T°v Keparos' (v. L. & S.) ; and
the modem x°prov = 'grass' (plur. 'green vegetables'), 'hay.'

&Xvpov.—fixypov = Lat. palea, 'chaff.' The combination with xoproj, 'hay,' is a
natural one ;—'palea plures gentesprofaeno utuntur' (Plin. XVIII. 30, 72).

Line 31.—iropoiXov.—irafiovkov = Lat. pabulum.—Here a special kind of fodder, for
whose nature there is no sufficient evidence. In any case the name ' pabulum' proves it to
have been in very common use, and the price (1 denarius for 6 lbs.) is extremely low. In
the absence of more certain information, I propose the following. There was a kind of
fodder called ' ocinum,' much commended by Cato, Varro, Pliny, which grew quickly, was

H.S.—VOL. XI. Y
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cut (or better, plucked) green, and grew again. It is said to have been a kind of trefoil.
Forcellinus gives this ' ocinum' as a special meaning of the word ' pabulum.' His authority
for this specific use of the word absolutely {i.e. without further explanation) is insufficient;
but undeniably that meaning would suit the present passage. There is a kind of trefoil in
use at the present day—the ' sainfoin'—which corresponds very nearly with the ancient
' ocinum.1 It is a good fodder, grows so quickly as to yield three crops a year, and is in
consequence extremely cheap.

Line 32.—Ilepl IIXov|iov.—Properly 'down,1 as appears from the first two entries, in
which n-Xov/ior is markedly distinguished from the m-epa XeTrra of 1. 35. But, as a heading,
it is used loosely to include (a) down, (b) down-like substances, 11. 37-43, (c) feathers of
various kinds, 11. 35, 6 ; 44, 5. nXou/xos (or perhaps n-XoOfioi/) is a transcription of Lat.
' pluma,' with a reckless disregard of gender (cf. note on I. 27).

Lines 33, 34.—' Goose-down'; ' mixed down';—no doubt for stuffing cushions, etc., like
the jrXoC/ior of 1. 37 and the yvdfpaWov of 1. 42.

Line 35.—' Small feathers of all sorts of birds,'—only ^ of the price of down. The
feathers, like the down, are probably for stuffing. If for decoration, rroiKikav might be
translated ' many-coloured'; but the price is, I think, too low. Besides, both the preceding
and the succeeding entries refer to stuffing.

Line 37.—'E[p]&is •IJTOI irXov(j.ov Airb CXCKT|$.—The stone reads iirias, which is meaning-
less. The tKUr\ is a small variety of the willow (Theophrastus, Hist. Plant. I II . 12 ; Pliny,
XVI. 37, 69). It is worth noting that Theophrastus gives CXI'KIJ as specially an Arcadian
name, so that possibly the word is peculiar to our version of the Edict;—at the same time
Pliny uses it as a matter of course.

What is meant by the ' wool' or ' down' of the willow ? Presumably the ' catkins' or
' palms.' The following passage, to which the Master of Trinity Hall has drawn my
attention, is very much to the point. It is from Evelyn's Silva, Bk. I., chap. 20, § 8. The
writer is speaking of the ' Hopping Sallow,' which, like the e\Ut] of our inscription, is a
small variety of the willow.—' The Hopping Sallows open and yield their palms before
other Sallows ; and when they are blown . . . the palms . . . are four inches long, and
full of a fine lanuginous cotton. Of this sort there is a Salix near Darking [= Dorking] in
Surry, in which the Julus bears a thick cottonous substance : A poor body might in an
hour's space gather a pound or two of it, which resembling the finest silk, might doubtless
be converted to some profitable use by an ingenious housewife, if gathered in calm evenings,
before the wind, rain, and dew impair them : I am of opinion, if it were dried with care,
it might be fit for cushions, and pillows of chastity, for such of old was the reputation of
the shade [?] of those trees.'

The reference at the end is no doubt to the ' lygus' or ' agnus castus,' whose leaves,
according to Pliny (XXIV. 9, 38), were used for beds by the matrons at the Thesmophoria.
If the ' agnus castus' was really a willow (Pliny only says it resembled a willow), it was
probably not the leaves, but the ' palms,' which were used.

Line 39-—AvxyeiSos.—(For the substance of this note, and that on line 40 below, I
have to thank Mr. W. R. Paton, who has corrected a former error of mine on the subject
of these two lines.) The reference is, as Mr. Paton has pointed out to me, to the
\vxv\s plant, mentioned by Pollux (X. 41) as used for stuffings. It was even, Pollux says,
at one time known as avQrjkr), a word commonly employed in a more general sense for
downy flowers of any kind (v. dv6i]\rj in the Thes. Gr. Ling.).

Kevrfp/apw,—for Kevrr)vdpiov (cf. pctX(v for /leiXiov, 1. 19) = Lat. ' centenarium,' 100 lbs.
It is equivalent therefore to the Xeirpai p' of the preceding line.

Line 40.—KOV(MJ\T)S •IJTOI KaXap,av6ijX7)s.—KoXa|*av8<jXi] is the downy flower {av8r]\rf) of
the reed. Kav6̂ jXi) must either be a-slip for avBrjKrj—due perhaps to the K in' Kakaiiavdrjkr)
which follows—or (as Mr. Paton suggests) may stand for dKavBavdrjXrj, i.e. 'thistle-down,'
the middle syllable being dropped for the sake of euphony, the initial a- either from
careless pronunciation or by an engraver's error. A former suggestion of my own, that

f was some kind of rush (whence ' candela,' properly a rush-light, and
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properly ru«A-baskets), must be abandoned, unless it can be shown that any part of the
rush was used for stuffing.

If Kavdrjfa) is a mistake for avdrjkq, avBfjkq is here used in a specific, as opposed to its
general, sense, designating seme special kind of downy flower; just as ' tomentum' in L 42
designates some special kind of stuffing.

Line 42.—[T]«|UVTOV <JTOI -yvcujxiXXou.—The stone reads clearly napei/rov (irnpevrov =
pulmentuin)—a word more familiar to the engraver. Evidently it should be Ta/ievrov =
tomenti, 'stuffing,' 'cushioning.' The best commentary on -yva<j>&\\ov is Pliny XXVII. 10,
61—'Gnaphalium \al. gnaphallium] aliqui chamaezelon vocant; cujus foliis albis molli-
busque pro tomento utuntur; sane et similia sunt' [i.e. the gnaphalium and the chamaezelon],
v. also Pollux X. 41. The ' gnaphalium' in modern botany is the ' cudweed,' a genus which
includes, among other varieties, the ' edelweiss.' The part used for stuffing would probably
be the ' involucral bracts'; but the whole plant is of a somewhat woolly nature.

Line 43.—Stvrlpov,—' second quality.'
Lines 44, 45.—Peacocks' feathers are sold singly, vultures' in bundles of twenty-five.

These are of course not for stuffing but for ornament.

Line 46.—Ilepl KaXapiwv KO.1 pcXaviov.—'Pens (reed-pens) and ink.' The ink is sold by
the pound. This tallies with what we know already of Greek and Roman ink ;—it was
solid, like our ' Indian ink,' and had to be mixed when required. Daremberg and Saglio
(id. Atramentum librarium) appropriately quote Dem. de Corona, p. 313, where Aeschines,
in his boyhood, is described, as performing menial offices in his father's school,—among
others ' TO piXav rpifiav.' It was made of the soot of resin compounded with gum (Vitr.
VII. 10, 2). The inscription proves it to have been extremely cheap.

Lines 48, 49.—Kd\a|iot ILUJUKOI 'AXcgavSpeivoi.—On the analogy of other passages
(e.g. III. 40, 41, where see note), this should mean ' Paphian made in imitation of
Alexandrian,' or vice versa. 'Paphian or Alexandrian' would be Ua<p. fjroi 'AXet-avdp.

Nothing is known of Paphian pens; Alexandrian, or at least Egyptian pens are
mentioned with special approval by Pliny (XVI. 36, 64) and Martial (XIV. 38, 1). Pliny
also mentions the pens of Cnidus, and those from the region around the Anaitic lake (in
Armenia).

liovoYovaroC,—i.e. made of a single joint of the reed. As this is a pen of best quality,
one must suppose that a pen of which the whole length was cut out of a single joint was
more pliant, more convenient to hold, and at the same time harder to get, than a pen
made out of several. The ' second quality' pens of the next entry cost exactly ^ j of the
cost of the better kind. A reed-pen, cut ready for writing, has actually been found at
Herculaneum ; it is figured in Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. Calamus.

Line 50.—A«vT<epas> <j><Sp<nT)s>.—Cf. note on 1. 12.

Line 51.—Ilepl !o-8fjros.—'Clothing.'—This heading includes (1) all the rest of our
Col. II., (2) probably also the entire lost part of this column (i.e. those portions which were
inscribed on the lower slab, the latter part of which coincided with Wadd. Chap. XVI.
1-18, C.I.L. Chap. XVI. 1-20), (3) our Col. III . 1-33 ( = Wadd. Chap. XVI. 19-45, C.I.L.
Chap. XVI. 21-37).

Line 52.—x^0!1^—a s n o r t cloak,—especially used for riding, and in the army. At
Athens in classical times it was the characteristic dress of the ' ephebus': v. Diets, passim.

tvSiKTiuvdXia = Lat. 'indictionalis,' the adjective formed from 'indictio,' a ' tax ' or
'impost.' Here the reference is to the system of the 'annona,' under which imperial
officials were entitled, as part of their salary, to be provided with clothing at the expense
of the provincials. Cf. Vita Albini, 10, 'Huic [sc. praefecto] salarium duplex decrevi,
vestem militarem simplicem'; Vita Claudii, 15, ' tantum vestium quam proconsulatui
Africano'; Cod. Theod. 7, 6, ' canonem vestium'; and, for the word ' indictio' in a
similar sense, ibid. 6, 26, 15. I have to thank Professor Pelham for this note.

Line 54.—STCXI-—A translation of Lat. ' strictoria,' as appears from Chap. VII. 56
(Wadd.) of the Edict, where both Greek and Latin are extant. ' Strictoria,' being derived

Y 2
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from ' stringo,'—has been explained as a tight-fitting tunic of some kind. Both the above
conclusions are confirmed from another source, viz. Corp. Gloss. Lat. II . 189, ' Strictoria,
orixapwv'; ibid. I I . 438, ' arixaptov, tunica.' The form <mx>7 is peculiar to this Edict.

Line 55.—"Acnuios,—'plain.' Contrast with vtoTHupevov in 1. 68. In III . 49 it is
contrasted with o-KOvrkarbv, ' check.'

Line 56-58.—TSv8pon.Cs.—The 'locus classicus' for the 'endromis' is Mart. IV. 19,—
where it is described as a thick garment of Gallic wool ('Sequanicae pinguem textricis
alumnam'), to be worn when taking (one would rather suppose after taking) exercise, and
proof against wind and rain. Its warmth is further proved by Juv. III. 103,—where the
'Graeculus esuriens,' shamming cold to keep his patron company, 'accipit endromidem.'
In shape and size it is supposed to have resembled a blanket. The meaning ' rug ' or
' blanket' is confirmed by the inscription, but the use of the blanket is different. It is
employed not as an over-garment (the original meaning of the word), but (a) as a tent or
awning (v. next note), (b) as bed-covering.

irairvXiuva.—nwrvXiwj* = late Lat. papilio, a ' tent' or ' canopy,' from its resemblance, on
a large scale, to a butterfly ; hence Fr. ' pavilion' (same word as ' papillon'), Eng. ' pavilion.'
How came a blanket (e'v8pop.ls) to be used Is irarrvXiaval I suppose that this, like the
preceding entries, was cn-panamai,—an army 'regulation1 blanket, which could bs used
in various ways, among others as a sort of canopy against sun and rain. Its size, 16 feet
each way, is sufficient to allow of this, ^arrni, ' dyed'; as opposed to Xeu<c?j in the next
entry.

Lines 59, 60.—"EvSpo|i,ls . . . KpcPerr&pia,—a ' bed-blanket.1 As there is no regulation
quality for this, and its value depended as much on thickness as on size, it is sold by
weight.

Line 61-65.—'EvSpojils 'Apapnd| •IJTOI Aa(iao-KT|vr) K.T.X.—If this was a bed-covering,
like the last, it was a. fancy blanket or coverlet. If, on the other hand, it was to be used as
an over-garment,—we may compare the Tyrian ' endromis' of Juvenal, VI. 245. Note
the use of the wools of Damascus and Arabia, and the mention of embroidery (nXovfiapi-
a-eas). The ' endromis' was properly an athletic costume, and a luxurious endromis, worn
by women, was regarded by Juvenal as a scandal,—almost as a contradiction in terms.

er^pos oiroieurSiprOTOvv,—sc. (peas.
XciTpio-|iov,—'weight,' the Xeirpa being the standard.
Line 66. —ISiamid).—v. note on I. 58.
Line 67-69.—AeX(«iTiKO|i,a<(>̂ pTiov.—The word is new. Portions of it, more or less

disguised, are extant on the 'Theban' and '1st Carystian' fragments. Thus we have
. . . ayjrcprov, . . . uprov, and in one case (C.I.L. Chap. XVI. 17) 8eXjuaTuc<yia$epr[os], but
without comment, as the word does not occur in Wadd.

AeX/iaTtKofiacpepTiov is compounded of two others, viz. (1) AeX|KiTiKt),—for which v.
Wadd.'s note on Chap. XVII. 11, and Du Cange, s.v. ' Dalmatica.' It was a tunic, for
the shape of which at this period we have no evidence ; but its shape in later times, when
it was adopted as an ecclesiastical vestment, is pretty accurately described, for church
writers attached allegoric meanings to all its details. It was cruciform, had large sleeves,
was made of white wool, and was adorned with tassels (' fimbriae') at the left-hand, side and
with a purple stripe before and behind. Waddington is of opinion that at the time of this
Edict, and for a long time after, it was identical with the Kokofiiov, which was sleeveless ;
but the evidence for this theory is insufficient, while the evidence of the Edict itself is all
against it, for we have several times repeated the entry deX/itm/cav . . . ifroi Kakofiinv ; and
rJToi in the Edict always distinguishes two different things, not two names of the same thing.

(2) Mcuĵ pnov or ixcupopTtop.—The form pa<p6pwv is already known ; in Lat. also
' mafors,'' mafora,'' maforteum,' etc. (v. Du Cange, both Greek and Latin). The commonest
meaning seems to be a female head-covering; but the references to it are extremely
inconsistent; it appears not only as a head-covering, but also as a jreVXos, Ipdnov, etc., and
in the only passage in which the form ' maforteum' occurs, it is evidently some kind of
tunic. It is consistent however in designating always some article of female dress ; and in
the present passage the combination with fieX/jem/o) makes it probable that it designates a
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tunic. The word (in the form p.a<j>6piov) oscurs in one inscription besides our own,
viz. C.I.G. 8695, no. 4.—(On a reliquary) ('E|owi<u.—To fiatpoptov rtjs lirepaylas
6<tOTO>KOV.'

What particular kind of tunic the combination of de'XfiariK^ and patptpriov was, it is
obviously impossible to decide; but we cannot be wrong in describing it as a woman's
SeX îaii/cij, in opposition to the fcX/iari/ci) dvSpcia of the succeeding entry.

<r€<ri))it(Uvov,—'with a pattern,'—presumably the stripes of purple mentioned in my
description of the dcXparuo} above.

irp<xj>vpas i<ry£vt|s,—more properly i<rytvrjs.—'Hysginum' was a kind of purple or
scarlet made from a plant called vayij, but the word was used loosely for any vegetable
colour of the same hue. Thus Pliny (XXI. 26, 97) says that in Gaul the ' hyacinthus' was
used as a dye for 'hysginum'; and in a passage of this Edict (Wadd. XVI. 94), a layc'vy
made of sea-weed is mentioned. For a further discussion of the word I must refer to
Wadd.'s note on the passage referred to (XVI. 94). He decides that the colour was
intermediate between the scarlet' coccus' [the kermes insect] and the deep Tyrian purple
[murex].

Lines 70, 71.—4iropX<S,Tri]s.—BXaVn; = Lat. Hatta, a 'lump,' 'clot,' especially of blood;
thence purple, from its colour (!); not uncommon in late Latin. wo/SXarn; is presumably
a purple of lighter shade : v. Wadd.'s note on Chap. XVI. 87. He finds that /3XVr>; is
the deepest (blackest) purple, and suggests that ino^Xdrrrj is violet.

fifjKos {̂ ovo-a vTropXArrqs.—I suppose that a numeral followed, as in 1. 73, and in both
places I add nobas conjecturally. The fieA/xan^ was white, with stripes of purple (v. note
on 11. 67-69), and the price apparently varied with the length of purple stripes.

Lines 77-79.—My restoration is of course conjectural. Movrovvyaiov is the only word
we can regard as certainly correct.
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COL. III.

' i BiPocpeinHcioc *,w
?,1A BIPOCBP6TANNIKOC X,<T
22

BIPOCMeAITOMATHClOC *,?"
BIPOCKANYCeiNOCKAAAICTOC

5 CHMIWTOC X,A
BIPOCNOYM6AIKOC * , r
BIPOCAPrOAIKOCTTPUJTOCTeKAA

AICTOC *,S
BIPOCAXAIKOCHTOI<j>PYriAKOC

10 KAAAICTOC *,B
BIPOCA(j)POC
BANATANWPIKHAinAHHTOIKA

TABItUN
BeAOZNOJPIKOCKAAAICTOCHTOI

15 BHAON
BANATArAAAIKH
B6A02rAAAIK0C

20 CINriAICONNOYMEAlKOC ^X
CINriAIWN^PYriAKOCHTOIBeCCOC ^X
4>AINOYAAAAAIKHNHKAAAI * , €
nAINOYAABAAYCeiNH X,A
4>IBAATIOPIONPAIAIKANON ^

25 cj>IBAATlOPIONTPeBePIKON
cj>IBAATU)PIONneTOYBIU)NIKON
4>IBAATCJPIONA(t>PON
XAAMYCAAPAANIKHAinAHKAA
XAAMYCAAPAANIKHAnAHKAA *

30 MANTOC ^,A
CArOCrAAAlKOCTOYTeCTINANBIA

NHCIOCHTOIBITOYPHTIKOC X,H
CArOCA({)POC X4>

nePIMICGtONTWNnAOYMAPIlON
35 KAICeiPlKAPIlON

nAOYMAPICOICCTIXHNCYNteiPI
KON ////A *C

ICCTIXHNOAOCeiPlKONroA XT
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10

15

20

25

30

35

OOL. III.

BCpor BpcrawiKos

BCpos* MtXiTO/jay^aios*

BCpos Kovuo-ftvos* KOXXIOTOS*

O-T||lUl)T<Ss

Bipos Nov|i€8iK<Js*

BipOf Ap^oXlKOS TTpUTO? TJ K&k-

XlOTOS

BCpos 'A^aiKos <jroi

K&XXUTTOS

BCpos "A«|>pos

Bdi/ara* NwpiKfj SiirXfj

Xr

X,8'

x,y

B48oJ* Nwpiieos* KAXXIOTOS <JTOI

Denarii.

8,000 J-65 = W a d d

XVI. 19-66 or
6 ,000 67;C.I.L. XVI.
6,000 " *

4,000
3,000

6,000

2,000
1,500

20,000

P<|X(o)v

BrfvaTo* FaXXtK^

BeSog* TaXXtKcis*

SivytX.W* Na)piK<5s

SivyiXCwv* TOXXIK^S

SiVYiXCuv Nov(itSiK<5s

)(a/i<i;pia>

Xa'^i<vpia>,6'

X,i?'

X,ao-v

Xx
SivyiXtcov 4>pwywiKos <Jroi B^o-o-os X x '

4>a£vouXa Aa8iK^jvT| K(XXXC<O-TI)

IlaCvovXa BaXvo-cCvi)

$ipXaTupiov 'PaiSiKavov

#ipXaTupiov Tp«p€pixoV*

^ipXarupiov IlerovPi.wvtKoi'*

4>i.pXaT(ipiov "A(f>pov

> X,«'

X,8'

X,i?'

X,«'

* , P '
XXapivs AapSaviK'fi 8iirXrj KOX<XCO-TI]> XaHl<^1"Pli0'>f

XXa(iv9 AapSaviKT] airXfj KaX<

MOVTOS

Sayos POXXIKOS TovrfoTiv* 'AvP

V^JO"U)S* <JTOl B l T O V ^ T f T l K C S *

Sd-yos "A+pos*

purd&v* T&V irXou|iapC<»v*

Kal (TtlpiKdpUliV*

nXov/xapia) IT crrl\rjv (7vvt|rcipi-

KO'V* [Toy

'Is (TTt'yijv oXocmpiicov To o'

Xl0-TT,> X[,C]

X(,a)

l a -

X,V
X<p'

Xo-'

XT'

10,000
15,000
8,000
1,500
1,250

600
600

5,000

4,000
12,500
8,000
5,000
2,000

p<p' 12,500
7,000
1,000

. 8,000
500

200
300
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ICXAANIAAMOYTOYNHCIANroA XK6
40 ICXAANIAAAAAIKHNHNMOYTOY

NHCIAN ToA XK6
BAPBAPIKAPI(jOAIAXPYCOY€PrAZOMe

NioeproYnPWTicTOYroA X,A
eproYAeYTepeioY xtN

45-65 = oar. 45 BAPBAPIKAPIWICOAOCeiPlKONToA X(b
OoL H. 26- T

n.46or47 €PrOYAeYT€PeiOY XY

XK6
ICOAOCeiPIKONACHMONTP6(j)HMe XK€

50 ICOAOC6IPIKONCKOYTAATON XM

TWNlCTTAPAAOCINHMeP XIB
eN6IMATIOICMOYTOYNHCl////HTOIC

AOino ic x ; r
55 nePIAANAPIOJN

AANA////PIO)€PrAZOM////////
NHCIA0AAACCIATPe<j>////////
icepeANTepeNTeiNH////////

HAAI6INHN////////
60 YnepepeACAe

YnepepeACT
AINY())C0T

T6
ice

65 nepi

(20 lines, and the entire lower slab, are missing)

COL. III.

Of Col. II. five lines which were engraved on our slab are broken away, and the lower
slab (or slabs) is lost. Some of the contents of the latter are however preserved, though in
a very imperfect condition, on the 'first Carystian' fragment, and are edited as G.I.L.
XVI. 1—20, Wadd. XVI. 1—18. Then comes our Col. III . which corresponds to C.I.L.
XVI. 21—56, Wadd. XVI. 19—66 (or possibly 67 ; the imperfect state of the stone at this
point makes it impossible to fix the limit with accuracy). Though I say that our" Col. III.
corresponds to a portion of C.I.L. and Wadd., it will be observed, from the quantity of
thick type employed in my edition, that our lines 1—35 (or more than half of the column)
are practically new. In this part C.I.L. and Wadd. have only a few letters here and there,
which it has often been difficult to equate with ours ; I have nevertheless thought it worth
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Denarii.
'Is ^Xov£8o* Movrovnjow To a X « ' 25

40 'It xkavtda* AaSiKTjinjv Movrov-

VTjo-iav To a' X<«' 2 5

Bapfiapucapiip dta xpvaov tpya£oy.c-

v(j> epyov jrpa.rforou To a' X,a' 1 ,000

'Epyov Stvrepeiov ¥:^v 750

45 Bapj3apucap(<g> is dXtMmpunSe To a' X<p' 5 0 0

"Epyov darrepeiov Xv' 4 0 0

Scipucapt'isp ipya&Ojiivo) Is o~uvtyei-

porol Tpc(popiv<f %up<'<i<ria> X*e' 25

'Is 6Xo<r«ip«6v airr]\uiv Tpe(p<o/Ji.(V(O> r])jie<.pr]tTia^> Xtf' 2 5

50 'Is SKoo-n-piKov O-KOVTKUTOV X/*' 4 0

Ttphla Tpt<poficvr) fifiaTiov itit-ov

rav U Ttapaboo-w ^/i«p<qo-m> X»#' 1 2

'Ev clfiartois Movrovwj<rt[otj] tj rots

Xowois X(«r') 1 6

55 §§. IIcpl XovapCwv

Aovap£«p* Ip'yafo/if/i'a)* Movrou-]

vijtria daXacrirta Tpe(f>[opeva> Tia! Xp'] 4 0

'Is 4pfov Ttpaireivti[v* fi AaStiefiv^v'i]

? &XM(V9»« [ W XXT 30

60 'Yirip IpAts 8c[vKpfpe.'as* -»o' X/c'] 20*

Yirip Ipfos r[piTWas* >a' X«e'] 15

Aivifjx? r[pcif>O)Uvi|> is epyov !rp«-]

T(\loi> r]H(pri<na J /̂**] ^ 0

'Is (f)\pyov Sevrepeiov Tpe(poneva. Xt'] 2 0

65 §§. n«Pi

(The first part of the missing portion corresponds to Wadd. XVI. 67 {or 68)—
101, G.I.L. XVI. 57—100.)

while to indicate them where they do occur, as they are sufficient to establish the general
agreement which existed between the different versions of the Edict.

As to the sources of that part of chap. XVI. in Wadd. and C.I.L. which corresponds to
our CoL III., they are the 'first Carystian ' fragment (Wadd. and C.I.L.) and, for the last
twenty lines, the 'Theban' (C.I.L. only). Wadd.'s edition of the Carystian fragment is
based on a copy by Lenormant, the edition in C.I.L. on a later copy by Kohler. The two
copies differ very considerably ; a careful collation of both with the readings of our own
stone has proved Lenormant's copy (Wadd.) to be almost worthless. I have determined
therefore to omit the collation of it from my notes, except in a few cases in which it supplies
a letter or two which are absent from Kohler's copy (C.I.L.). The abbreviation ' Car.'
therefore, except where ' (Wadd.)' is added, may be taken as representing ' Car. (C.I.L.),'
i.e. the readings of the Carystian fragment as copied by Kohler and edited in the Latin Corpus.
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Line 1.—Car. (C.I.L.) [Blpjpos . . . ; (Wadd.) Bippos . . . The epithet and price
are absent.

The form /Sipos (one p) is peculiar to our version. On the other hand, in I. 29, &c,
we have mppov (two p's) for Kapov.

BCpos.—The ' birrus' was a woollen cloak of some kind with a hoed. It was a common
word under the later empire. Waddington quotes the Scholiast on Persius (i. 54), who
explains ' trita lacerna1 by 'birrus attritus,' and the Scholiast on Juvenal (viii. 145) who
explains 'Santonicus cucullus' by 'birrus Gallicus.' Du Cange (s.v. birrus) should also
be consulted. The ' birrus' of our inscription, if one may judge by the prices, must have
been a more elaborate garment than the little cape figured in Eich, s.v. The word is said
to be derived from an early Latin 'birrus ' or 'burrus' = ' red' (cf. Greek mippos) ; but
Wadd. is probably right in regarding it rather as of foreign origin.

•Peiirijo-ios, Lat. 'Bipensis,' i.e. from the banks of the Danube. The part of Dacia,
e.g., which bordered on the Danube was called 'Dacia Eipensis' (Wadd.), and elsewhere
the epithets ' Noricus Bipensis' occur in combination.

Line 2.—Car. (C.I.L.) absent entirely; (Wadd.) [B/p]pos . . . From this point ten
lines are omitted in Mommsen's edition (C.I.L.), with the note ' Sequuntur versus decem
lectionis desperatae.' These 'versus decem' correspond to our 11. 2—15. But, though
entirely absent from the edition, a few letters are extant in Kohler's copy, which Mommsen
used (C.I.L. vol. iii. pt. 2, p. 821). These letters I have quoted wherever they were fairly
certain, as evidence of agreement with Meg. Wadd. also has a few letters.

Bperavvu«Ss.—Unless this word = Bruttian (v. Guido, Geographica, § 67, Totius Orbit
Deter. 556), we probably have here the earliest mention of an import of wool or woollen
goods from Britain.

Line 3.—Car. (C.I.L.) ////OC/M///MArH/t X 4>
(Wadd.) payr) X,a. This and the preceding entry are

combined in Wadd.'s edition ; wrongly.
MtXiToiiayfjo-ios (= Melitomagensis). An unknown word. I do not profess to have

explained i t ; but Mago being one of the chief towns in the Balearic Islands, and Melita
being the ancient name of Malta (as well as of another island), it is possible that we have
here a wool produced at Malta in imitation of the Balearic (v. note on 11. 40, 41), or a wool
produced indifferently in both these places.

Lines 4, 5,-Car. (C.I.L.) ////// YYCE/////M/V

I'lllHIIIHIIIIIIIII** •• • • • •
(Wadd.) , wo-e . . . av

Kovwstvos.—Canueium, in Apulia, was famous for its wool; a yellow wool (' fulvus')
was its specialty (Plin. viii. 48, 73). Suetonius records of Nero, .as one example of his
extravagance, that his muleteers wore Canusian, ' soleis mularum argenteis, canutinatis
mulionibus' (Nero, 30). The following passage from Pliny (viii. 48, 73), containing a list
of places famous for their wool, accords well with our inscription : ' Lana autem laudatis-
sima Apula, et quae in Italia " Graeci pecoris " appellatur, alibi " Italica " ' [I suppose these
are the wools from Magna Graecia, e.g. the Tarentine] ; ' tertium locum Milesiae oves
optinent. Apulae breves villo nee nisi paenlilis celebres. Circa Tarentum Canusiumque
sumtnam nobilitatem habent, in Asia vero eodem genere Laodiceae. Alba Circynipadanis
[e.g. those of Mutina ?] nulla praefertur,' &c.

OT)|IUI)T<SS, i.e. adorned with a stripe 'or pattern (like uear^nniivov, II. 68). Or
does it mean ' marked,' i.e. with a trade-mark or the like, as proof of its being genuine
Canusian ?

Line 6— Car. (C.I.L.) /// PO/NO//K////*,r
(Wadd.) B/p[pos] . . . . .

Nouficfiueor, ' Numidicus,' new as an epithet of woollen goods. In 1. 11 we have an
African birrus' which is only half as costly.
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Lines 7-11.—At this point the collation becomes difficult, since our two copies of the
Carystian fragment (those used in C.I.L. and by Wadd. respectively) diverge, not agreeing
even in the number of lines. C.I.L. has three lines, corresponding to the number of entries
on our stone ; Wadd. has six, corresponding nearly with our number of lines. As it is
impossible to equate them, line with line, 1 give both versions entire :—

(1) C.I.L. (Kohler)
/////////////
//TE//////

(2) Wadd. (Lenormant)

. . . oc

TAAA
TIKHTY

Of all this, the only letters which can be equated with ours are Wadd.'s . . . OC,
which form part of the ' Blpos' of our 1. 7. The remainder he himself equates (and it was
inevitable) with a small fragment from Mylasa (C.I.L. vol. iii. pt. 2, p. 820), and would
therefore restore as follows :—

2d]yoi>

This restoration, charming as it is, must be given up. The fault lies not in
Waddington, but in Lenormant, who copied letters which were certainly not upon the
stone. Kohler, with the same stone before him, failed altogether to see them ; and so
great a divergence from the Megalopolitan version at this point is out of the question,
since, so soon as the inscription becomes clear—a few lines lower down—it agrees
with ours.

After this point Wadd.'s readings almost entirely cease to be of service to us ; I shall
therefore give the readings of C.I.L. only, except in special cases, and' Car.', unless otherwise
stated, must be taken as = ' Car. (C.I.L.).' Both are from the same stone, and, where
Wadd. (Lenormant) agrees with C.I.L. it is useless to quote them both ; where they differ,
C.I.L. is almost invariably the better copy of the two.

Lines 7, 8.—irpfflros KdXXurros.—I suppose a sort of superlative of taiXXtoror, •' first
among the best,' 'A. 1 ' ; perhaps a trade expression. Cf. KaXXiorijr /«VJJS in IV. 7.

Lines 12,13.-Car. // H AT A///// N A/-
BAvaro.—This, and the |W8o£ of the next entry (the two words are repeated in 11. 16

and 17), form one of the chief puzzles of the inscription. The probability is that both are
barbarous words (perhaps Gallic or ' Noric') for over-garments of some kind. At the same
time it is possible that they are Latin ; and ' barbarous origin' is a refuge to be turned to
only as a last resource. I therefore make the following conjecture, to be taken for what
it is worth.

First, what we require are over-garments—coats, cloaks, or the like.
Second, though probably of wool, it is not necessary they should be of wool; transitions

of this kind being common, e.g. IV. 12, from wools of various kinds to hare's fur. Over-
garments were sometimes made of leather (v. Mart. xiv. 130).

Third, we have to account not only for the forms Bavara and B/8og of our own
inscription, but for the forms AI{OT]O and E8o£ of Car.

Now /3 in our inscription always represents either b or v in Latin, generally the latter.
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The Latin forms therefore were probably ' vanata' and ' anata' (or ' hanata'), ' vedox' and
'edox' (or 'hedox'). It has occurred to me that the original forms may have been
' fanata' and ' fedox,' which would account for both the variants. The relation between
/ and v is obvious ; the relation between / and h is well-known to philologists. Varro
(de Ling. Lat. v. 19) gives an illustration which is very much in point. ' Edus' (more
commonly spelt ' hedus' or ' haedus') is in Sabine ' fedus' ; ' ircus' (= ' hircus') is in
Sabine ' fircus.' It is quite possible therefore that the original form of our j3«8o£ was
' fedox,' which has varied on the one hand to ' vedox' (/9cdo£), on the other to-' hedox' («8o )̂ ;
and that it came from ' fedus' or ' hedus,' and meant' a garment of kid's skin.'

Similarly the original form of fjavara may have been ' fanata'; and since ' fannatio'
(v. Du Cange) in late Latin meant 'fawning-time,' 'fanna,' or some such word, almost
certainly = French 'faon,' our 'fawn.' If so, just as 'fedox' (hedox) may possibly come
from'fedus' and mean a 'kid-skin,' so 'fanata' (hanata) may come from 'fanna' and
mean a ' fawn-skin.' I give this suggestion for what it is worth.

NwpiKij, i.e. from the province of Noricum, south of the Danube, and partly coinciding
with the modern Styria.

KaTupUy.—Another new word. Is it a mistake for Kara&plav, i.e. ' mantellus
catabriatus,' an expression which is found in mediaeval Latin ? ' Catabriatus ' appears to
be rightly interpreted as ' striped' (v. Du Cange).

Lines 14, 15 —Car. (C.I.L.) /AE////KOC//// * /
(Wadd.) . as . . . KOS Xnt!<pia>.

B8o£—v. note on 11. 12, 13.
PT|XOV.—Lat. ' velum,' generally = a ' curtain ' or an 'awning,' here more probably a

[large loose over-garment of some kind. Cicero, wishing to describe a loose, luxurious toga,
compares it to a ' velum '—' velis amictos, non togis ' {Cat. ii. 10, 22), so that the change of
meaning is not difficult. Later, of course, velum = ' veil.'

Line 16.—Car.'Av . . a TaXXt/oJ Xp<vpia>.
Line 17.—Car. "E8o£ (?) KaXXtoroy X,r;, (The ,77 is taken from the copy). This is

the only line, in the portion 1—35, which Car. has complete ; and even here KOXXIOT™ is
almost certainly a mistake for raXXueor.

Lines 18-21.—These four lines, corresponding to three in Car., are there almost
entirely gone. Wadd. has

# , 8

all of which is almost certainly wrong.
C.I.L. has the note ' Sequuntur versus tres qui legi non potuerunt'; but Kbhler's

copy, which he used, proves a general agreement with our version ; for it reads—

///riAIWN///////
///HAT///////////

Line 18.—SivyiXCuv.—Lat. ' singilio,' a word which occurs in Treb. Claudius (c. 300
A.D.), in a letter of the emperor Gallienus, l- Singiliones Dalmatenses decem,' (Du Cange);
where others read ' cingiliones' (Forcel.). Elsewhere the form tnyiXXiW (= sigillio) occurs,
this form arising in a false etymology from ' sigillum' {quasi vestes sigillatae), as the form
' cingilio' arose in a false etymology from ' cingo.' ' Singilio' should probably be connected
with ' singulus,'' simplex,' &c, and denoted a simple, as opposed either to a double or to
a made-up, garment. The prices, which are comparatively low, accord well with this.
The epithet ' Dalmatenses' in the passage cited suggests a tunic ; but the position requires
an over-garment of some kind.

Line 21.—4>pvyiaK<5s.—The most celebrated Phrygian wools were those from Laodicea,
for which v. note on next line.
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B6nro$,' Bessian,' i.e. from the Bessi, a Thracian tribe 1 We should rather expect
BHT<TIK6S ; but cf. "A<f>pos, 1. 11 (and elsewhere).

Line 22.—Car. (price only) #,e.
4>aCvovXa, should be naivov'Ka (= paenula), as in next line. The form <pmvov\a is a

compromise between the Lat. 'paenula' and the late Greek (jxuvoXijs, which bore the same
meaning.

The ' paenula' was an over-garment of very thick woollen material, round in shape, and
sleeveless ; shorter than the toga, but long enough to cover the arms when hanging by the
sides (v. Forcellinus, s ».). Rich (s.v.) gives some useful references. It was used especially
in wet weather ; thus Galba, when asked for a ' paenula,' replied ' Non pluit, non opus est
tibi; si pluit, ipse utar' (Quint, vi. 3, 66). Milo, at the time of the meeting with Clodius, is
described as ' paenula irretitns' [the garment being sleeveless] (Cic. pro Milone, xx. 54).

AaSudjvr], ' Laodicean.'—This is the Laodicea in Fhrygia, famous for its wool (v. note
on 11. 4, 5, quotation from Pliny) ; to be carefully distinguished from the Syrian Laodicea,
which was celebrated for its linen (». Wadd.'s note on chap. xvi. 11). The woollen
materials of Laodicea were remarkable for their xp<x* Kopa£ij(= 'raven-black'—Strabo xii.
7, 16), and also for their softness (jidKaKorqs). Pliny (viii. 48, 73) places them at the head
of Asiatic wools.

Line 23.—Car. (price only) %,8.
Ba\vo-e(vT|.—Possibly a lengthened form of BaXo-e/wj, i.e. from Balsa (Plin. iv. 21, 35),

a town of Lusitania in Spain. Spanish wool occurs elsewhere in our inscription {iptas
'Atrrvpicrio-las, IV. 5). As an alternative Mr. Hicks suggests that ' Venusina' (Venusia in
Apulia) is intended.

Line 24.—Car. (price only) X a p,<vpia> fi(p.
•J'lpXaTiipiov, spelt in Car., where it occurs in a later passage, <f>if3ov\a.Td>piov.

' Fibulatorium' is no doubt a cloak to fasten with a buckle or buckles. It occurs in
Trebellius as an epithet of ' sagum.'

'PaiSixavov, from the Rhoeti ? (cf. Hor. Od. iv. 4, 17 ; iv. 14, 15, &c). They occupied
the modern Tyrol, and bordered on the Norici, whom we know already (t\ 11. 12, 14, 18)
to have exported wool.

Line 25.—Car. ov X,tj . .
TfKffepuccSv.—The Treveri, or Treviri, were a Gallic tribe, whose territory was situated

between the Ehine and the Meuse. Their chief town, Augusta Trevirorum, is the modern
Trier, or Treves, on the Moselle.

Line 26.—Car. IKOV X,f.
IIeTovf3ui)vu«Sv.—Petovio (modern Pettau) was a town in Pannonia. Possibly, however,

the reference is not to Petovio, but to Patavinm (modern Padova, near Venice), which sent
woollen garments, &c, in great quantities to Rome. The names were easily confused ;
Petovio is even called by Ptolemy (II. 15, 4) Uaraviov. Strabo (v. 1, 7), commenting on the
flourishing condition of Patavium in his time, remarks : ' AijXoi he Kai TO ir\rj6os rr/s netmo-
ficvrjs KaracrKevfjs fls TrjV 'PCO/HJK KOT' ifinopiav, TOIV re aXKcov icai ta&r\ros iravTo8a7rrjs, TTJV eiiavbpiav

Ttjs woXeas KOI TTJV euTV^ia".' And (v. 1, 12) ['E/jeaK 8e TTJV pi<rqv—i.e. of medium roughness
—<j>4pov(Tiv\ ' oi Tcepl Haraoiiov, it; rjs ot TairqTts ol jroXureXeir, Kai yaicrairoi (a shaggy woollen
material), (cm TO TOIOVTOV elSos nav, aiupipaKkop re Kai irepofiaWov* (i.e. with shaggy nap on
both sides or only on one). He goes on to say that for a softer wool Mutina had a greater
repute (v. note on 1. 39.).

Line 27.—Entirely absent from Car.
Line 28.—Car. has a portion of the price only . . p<p, an impossible combination.

The <p alone is correct.
XXa(ivs, v. note on II. 52.
AapSavurij.—Not from Dardanus in the Troad, but from the territory of the Dardani,

a tribe which occupied a district to the south of the Danube, corresponding to the southern
portion of the modern Servia.

Line 29.—Car. (the price only) X,£, an addition to our stone, on which the numeral
is indistinct.
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Line 30.—Car. (Wadd.) has the price only, X,8, prohably a mistake for our X,a ; but
our own numeral is not quite clear.

(C.I.L.) has the single letter . . a . , the restoration of a doubtful stroke in the copy,
which may have been the numeral. There is considerable confusion here in C.I.L., this
entry being in the cursive edition amalgamated with the next.

MdvroSj—' Mantum ' and ' mantellum ' are common in mediaeval Latin ; generally
neuter, but the masculine forms also occur. Isidorus describes it as a short cloak, even
deriving its name from its shortness, ' quod manus tegat tantum' (!). Its shortness perhaps
accounts for its cheapness ; but it cannot have been always short, for the word is sometimes
used as = pallium.

Lines 31, 32.—Car va . . a TOV . . . yucos X,1)
which agrees almost perfectly with our stone.

SA-yos.—Lat. ' sagus' or more commonly ' sagum.' Both word and garment are of
barbarian origin. The ' sagum' was a rectangular piece of ' shaggy' [same word] woollen
cloth, thrown over one shoulder and buckled over the other. It was worn especially by
officers, common soldiers, and slaves, in place of the ' toga' (v. Rich, s.v., and Wadd.'s note
on chap. XVI. 26).

'AvpiaWjo-ios = Lat. ' Ambianensis.'—The chief town of the Ambiani—known by the
name of the tribe—is the modern Amiens.

The present entry is probably identical with an entry in a small Latin fragment from
Mylasa—the fragment which Wadd. wrongly identified with our III . 7 sqq. (w. note on III.
7—11). The entry there reads 'Sagum Gallicum hoc est . . . . octo milibns.' Wadd.
suggested 'Atrebaticum' (i.e. of Arras) to fill the gap, ' Atrebatica saga' being famous.
Amiens belongs of course to the same region.

BirovpT|Ti.K(Ss.—I suppose 'of the Bituriges.' Their capital, Avaricum, is the modern
Bourges.

Line 33.—Car. . . . a . . . . # $ .
a . . . . = "A[<f>pos].

34, 35.—A new heading.
Car. (Wadd.) TTEPIT TWNCHP

which Wadd. restored conjectnrally ILrpi T[^S ipyacrtas] rav o-Tjp[iKa>v Kai TOIV iri£<av\ But
Kohler's reading {C.I.L.) of which the only letters given as certain are

T/////0/////////AOY///7/
TLJNCHPIKAPl////

proves the reading of Car. to have agreed in substance with our own. The first T should
of course be ff.

nXovpapCuv.—' Plumarii' = ' embroiderers'; the word referred originally no doubt
to some sort of ornamental feather-work, but afterwards to embroidery in general.

2*ipucaptuv. — Car. reads utipixap§*v\. ' Sericarii' are probably ' sUk-weavers,' but v,
note on 1. 47.

Lines 36, 37.—Car. Hkovfiapla Is arix^v a . . . KO[V 6<yKias> a X]r . . . Mommsen
(C.I.L.) restored a\rjpi\Kov.

The expression lr irrtyyp is perhaps elliptical for ipya^ojiiva h arix^v, ' working at
(or " on ") a arixn- It is u s e d i n connection with weaving (11. 47— 50, and 1. 58) as well
as embroidery. The full form occurs in 1. 47. 'E v ei/umW K.T.A. (1. 53) must have the
same sense. When the material in which the embroidery is executed is mentioned, it is
with the preposition did (8m xPv<r°v> !• 42, where v. note).

<nC\r\v, v. note on II. 54.
trwtyapiK6v, Lat. 'subsericum,' 'half-silk'; as opposed to SkoatipiKov, 'holosericum,'

'all silk.' The insertion of the v is due to false etymology, and is peculiar to our
version, aovtytipiicov, the reading of Theb. in similar passages, is more correct. Car. has
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[To] o.—For the symbol I"O v. note on next line. Embroidery is paid for by the
ounce (|~O = oyia'a = 'uncia') of material used. The material (silk or wool) of the
embroidery varied with the material on which it was worked. Thus the charge for
embroidering a woollen garment (LL 39-41) is very much less than for embroidering
on silk. ' -

Line 38.—Car. Is arix.iv [<5X]d<rJ7pnco[v . . .] 6<yidas> a XT.
oXoo-opucoV.—v. note on avvfrcipiieov, 11. 36, 37.
To.—The symbol used in our inscription for oyxla or ovy<ia = Lat. ' uncia,' an ' ounce,'

the twelfth part of a Roman pound. The Roman pound being about three-quarters of the
English, it follows that the Roman ounce was almost exactly equivalent to the English
ounce.

The symbol used in Car. is O, which must represent Ov. Our engraver perhaps had
a similar monogram of 'Oy before him, and misread it To.

Line 39.—Car. Is xkaiiv[8]a MovTovvr)<riav o<yfc/as>a X<te.
Our reading ^WiSa is a distinct gain. We have done with x^H-^s long ago (1. 29),

and it is hardly likely we should return to them.
The \\avk was a cloak of finer material than the XXO/JW, less generally military, and

worn by women as well as by men. It accords well with this that we find it made of the
wool of Mutina, which was famous for its softness ; v. next note. In shape it is said to
have resembled the xXmra rather than the x^a/w> but xXaiea itself is a somewhat vague
term.

MovTowr|<rCav.—Rightly explained by Mommsen, followed by Wadd.,as = 'Mutinensem.'
'—Tjinos' in the inscription is the regular representative of Lat. '—ensis1: e.g. 'Pewrqcnos =
Ripensis ; 'Ai>/3tai'ij(r4or = Amb:anen8is; 'AoTup(tijo-ioj=Astur(i)censis. Mutina was famous
for a soft wool. Strabo (v. 1, 12) says : ' 'Epeav de TTJV /iev /laKaKr/v oi wept Movrivrjv iea\ rbv
'ZKOvravav Trorafiop (pepov&i irao'cov 7roXu KaKKiarrjv.7 Cf. note on 1. 26.

Lines 4 0 , 41.—Car, (C.I.L.) Is xXa/xu'Sa AaSiKrjvrjv \}/L\ovTovvq<Tiav 6<yKias>a X « .
(Wadd.) ibid, but Morovrjaiav for \M\ovTovvrjtrlav.

AabiKtjvrjv MovToxrvrjaiav, ' faite a Laodicee en imitation de celles de Modene' is Wadd.'s
explanation. He compares chap. XVI. 12, ' Blppos AaSiKijvos iv SfioiortjTi Nep/3oeov.'

With AabtKt)vr]v Movrovvtjaiav cf. Tapo-iKa\e£ap8p<iva>v (IV. 36 sgq.), elsewhere written
TaptriKuiv 'A\i£av8peii><0v,—UarpiKoi 'AXet-avftpeivoi ( I I . 48), &c. The only question is whether
Wadd.'s arrangement should not be inverted, the second of the two names being that which
denotes the actual place of origin. It would seem more natural that the epithet by which
the thing was popularly known should come first, and in intimate connection with the
substantive—afterwards the corrective local epithet. This arrangement, in the case of the
epithets lapa-iKot 'A\ei-avbpeivoi, would also remove the difficulty which Wadd. himself
feels (note on chap. XVII. 5)—the absence of any mention of linens from Egypt.

Lines 42, 43.—?PYOV irpwrCorou, Car. iirep epyov npatelov. To a, absent from Car.
Wadd. rightly restores it.

BappapiKapios = Lat. ' barbaricarius,' an embroiderer in gold. This was especially an
Oriental art. Another word for the same thing was ' Phrygio.' fita xpva-ov.—Apparently
' with (we should say rather " in") gold.' Perhaps it was from this that the expression
Sidxpvo-os (in one word) arose ; e.g. Polybius, vi. 53, 7, where Mr. Shuckburgh translates
rightly 'embroidered with gold.'

Line 44.—fp^ov ScvrcpcCov.— Car. epyo[v 8](VT(petov.

Lines 45-64.—From 1. 45 to the end of the column, we have the assistance of a
fragment from Thebes (Rhein. HUB. 1864, pp. 610—614 ; C.I.L. vol. iii. pt. 2. p. 823).
The Theban fragment, has the last halves of the lines only, but it is specially valuable
from our 1. 56 onwards, where both Car. and Meg. are defective. I give the readings of
Theb. from the copy, C.I.L. p. 823.

Line 45.—Car. [B]ap8a[piKap[}a Is oKoo-TipiKov
Theb creipiKov [vJ7re[p]
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6X.oo-£ipiK&v, v. note on 11. 36, 37, ovv
Line 46.—Car. inserts o<yicias>a'

Theb vrrep ov(ir) a Xvr.
Line 47.—Car. Si/piKaptw epy\a£o])iev<g els (rv[i{r]t)putbv Tpe(pon[ev<p

Theb o[/i]e'tno is <rov\freipiKov rpe . . . X K e
thus confirming our somewhat doubtful numeral.

2«ipiKapCo>.—Zeipiicdpios (' sericarius') is almost certainly a weaver in silk, not an
embroiderer in silk :

(1) because the nXovfuipios of 11. 36—38 probably embroidered in silk, and it is
unlikely that we should have him again under a different name.

(2) because it would be absurJ to embroider upon a check background (1. 50).
(3) because if the o-eipucdpios were an embroiderer, he would probably be paid, not by

the day, but (like the nXovpdpioi and /8ap/3apw«jptos) by the ounce of material employed.
<j(Mp<^<ria>, 'daily pay,' ' . . a day.'
Tpe<f>o|i6><j>, 'in addition to his board.'
Line 49.—Car. els for Is ; okooypiKov for 6Xo<rcipu«Sv; rpc(pofiei>a> rjfiepijo-ia in full.

Theb SoTf/iov r[pe<po]fiev<j> fnt(p<fi<ria'> X « e .
&o-i)|i.ov, ' p l a i n ' ; as opp. to <TKOVT\S.TOV in next line.
Line 50.—Car. els SXoarjpiKov <TKOVT\OTOV X£

Theb KOVT\S[T]OV Xp/

O-KODTX&TOV = Lat. ' scutlatum' or ' scutulatum,' a word which must indicate a pattern
of some kind, presumably a check. Du Cange quotes Juv. ii. 97, ' Caerulea indutus
scutulata ["a blue check"] aut galbana rasa'; and, for the meaning, Pliny viii. 48, 74
' Scutulis dividere Gallia' instituit].

Lines 51, 52.—Car. vnep elfiariov for «I|IOTCOD ; els for Is; fjfiepfi<ria for %«p< fyria > .
Theb ep elfiariov 7rc'[£]ot; TS>V f Is ira . . . X i@

r«p8£<j., 'afemale weaver.'—'repSioy, v<pdvrt)s' (Suidas).
At this point we pass from silk to wool; the new heading would come much better

here than at 1. 55.
irt\av.—7rc£or = Lat. ' pexus,' which commonly = ' with the nap on,' as opp. to

'rasus,' 'thread-bare.' Here apparently a particular kind of material, presumably a
material with long hairy nap.

T»V ts irapiSoo-iv.—Cf. 'ra[v] els vapaxnatnv KOI [e£]s irapdSoaiv' in Theb. (G.I.L. chap.
XVI. 58). napdtrraiTts = 'retail trade' (Arist. Pol. I. 11, 4 ; and Corp. Gloss. Lat. II . 396,
where ' exhibitio ' perhaps = ' exposition for sale'). napdSoa-ts (' mancipatio, traditio,'
Corp. Gloss. Lat. II. 394) may, when opposed to napa<rra<ns, mean ' wholesale trade ' ; but
this requires confirmation.

Lines 5 3 , 54.—Car. iv el/iarlois Movrovi>t]a-lois HTOI/C//TTOIC rpefpofieinj X t
(Wadd. here has the correct price X is).

Theb (ya)v7](rlois rj rots XomoU X ts
There is no trace of a lost rpe îo/ieinj on our stone.

K.T.\.—v. note on Is a-Tixtv, 1. 36.

Line 55.—II«pl Xavapfov.—The heading occurs neither in Car. nor in Theb. It by
no means adds to the clearness of the inscription, the real transition occurring not here,
but at the female weaver (yepSia) of 1. 51.

Lines 56 , 57.— Car. A . . ap . . . . £ofievaMovTovvri KaTpe<po/i(va\i<CTpa>a X f-
(Wadd.'s 'Aa<&Kiji/a>' arose from his mistaking A A [ = Xirpa a*] for the beginning

of a word.)
Theb. . . . . vvrjtria fj \ff\dkuocria rpecpo . . . X /*'-

thus filling a gap in Car., confirming Meg. in the main, but distinguishing Movrovvfi<ria
from 6d\d(r<na by interposing the conjunction ij.

OaXdo-o-ia.—Were this the only place where the word occurred, I should suggest that
it indicated colour \6aKaxratos or Bdkdmot = dXovpyv* r »• Sophocles' Lexicon]. But in
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IV. 11, it appears to indicate a special kind of wool. May it have been a wool coming from
some district over sea, and commonly known as 'lana Marina' or kpea eaXao-orta? Or,
better still, from some district on the sea-shore ? for Pliny (xxxi. 6. 33) tells us that sea-
water was good for the fleeces of sheep, softening the wool.

If our reading (without the rj) is correct, Mourowqo-ta BaKdaro-ia = OaKao-o-ia made in
imitation of MovTovprja-ia, or vice versA (v. note on 11. 40, 41).

Lines 58 , 59.—Car reivjjv . . onj r]v ( X X )
Theh. . . r)v r) AabiKTinjV lap . . . X X '

The whole of my restoration therefore comes from Car. or Theb. Meg. adds the
beginning and end of the line. The rj . . . rj thus arrived at is rather suspicious, and one
is inclined to conjecture that i) Aabuaiurjv may have been absent from Meg.; but (except by
assuming an unusually large break in the stone) it is impossible to fill the necessary space
without it. As an alternative it might be suggested that, though our i) iXieivrjv is quite clear,
the rj is a mistake, and that the true reading is i) Aa8iKi)vr)v &\ifIvrjv. Then, if dXteiViji/ =
' marinam,' the reference might be to the Syrian Laodicea, Laodicea ' ad Mare' ; but the
weak point in this is that we have no evidence for an export of woollen goods from the
Syrian Laodicea.

TtpevrtCvijv.—For the wool of Tarentum v. note on 11. 4, 5 (quotation from Pliny).

Line 60.—From here to the end Car. is illegible. The copy used by Wadd. has
indeed, in the next five lines, the letters—

. . A . . A . . . . &c

. . HXH &c.
&c.

AA . . . &c.

HCO . . . &c

which, if correct, would argue a divergence from our stone. But, as before stated, this
copy is utterly unreliable ; so that these letters, and Wadd.'s attempted restoration, must
be given up.

On the other hand Theb. and Meg. here supplement eaeh other, the former supplying
the second half, the latter the first half, of the lines. In the present line (60) Theb.
reads—

8evr\fpf[as vnep X. a' X « '
I have omitted virep in my restoration of Meg., so as to make it accord with other lines.

Line 61.—Theb TpiT~\flas inrkp X.a X « '
Lines 62 , 63.—Theb. . . . e]ls epyov npatTtiov r)fup X p!
The XiviKpos is somewhat out of his place.
Line 64.—Theb. . . . ov Tpccpop.iv<p X t'. Mommsen (C.I.L.) hit on the true restora-

tion, now confirmed by Meg. In these 5 lines (60-64) the dove-tailing of Meg. and- Theb.
is almost perfect.

Line 65.—This line began a new section. The heading appears to have been peculiar
to Meg. ; for 1. 19 in Theb., which would otherwise correspond with our 1. 65, reads

vr)s Xx',—an entry and a price.

H.S.—VOL. XI.
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COL. IV.

l-so New. epeACTepeNT////eiNHcnenAY

M6NHC >A XP06

epeACAAAiKHNHcnenAYMe

NHC >A XPN

5 6P6ACACTYP////KHCIACnenAY

M6NHC v̂ A XP

EPeACKAAAICTHCMeCHCnenAY

M6NHC ^ A XN

THCAoinHcnACHcepeA////cnenAY

10 M6NHC ^ A XK6
€P6AC0AAACCIACNOJTl////AIAC >A

€P6ACAAreiACMirHC >A XP

6P6ACAP6IAC >A XPN

€P€ACTPeBATlKHC >A XC

15 nePIAINOY

AINOYTOYKAAOYM€NOYCTOYniOY

nPU)T CJ)WP >A XKA

(}>U)P A6YT

j
20 OnOIONeiAOCAINOYTTOCHCTeiMHC

OYK YneP/////////////HC6TAininPACKCMeNON

THNOOPICMeNHNTeiMHNYnO///////////

A

B

25 (j)U)P T ^ A XWM

AINOYTP////AXYTePOYICXPHCINIAIUJTtO/7

TeKAl4>AM6AIAPIKWN

4) (OP A # A ////////

(j)U)P B > A X////

30 4>0JP T >A */ / / /
CTIXLONACHMtONCKYTOnOAeiTANUJN

4)C0P AICT A X,Z

TAPCIKCONICTOC A X////

BIBAICON ICTOC A * , €

35 AAAIKHNCONICTOC A *,A§

TAPClKAAezANAPeiNCONICTOC AX,A
4>L0PBCKYTOnOAeiTANC0NICTOC
TAPCIKCON ICTOC A
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COL. IV.

Tcpcvr«Cvi)S

AaSiKr)Vi]S

vrjs

'Eplas 'A<rnjpKT|crfas ircirXv-

KaXXCcmjs (if'cnjs ireirXv-

T^9 Xoiirfjs irct(TT|s fpe'as ircirXv-

10 («vi)S 7»a

'Epf'as 8aXao-<r£as vaTiaias 77a

'Epeas Xa-y«£as |"71S 7»a

'Ep^as 'Aptlas 1>a

"Ep^as TptpariK^s W

15 §§. n«pV ACvov

§. Alvov TOV KaXovp̂ vov (rrovtrCsv

(1) wp«T<i]S> «)«op<(Jir1s> -»o'

(2)
(3)

20 §.

25

(1)

(2)

(3)
§.

'Oirotov «I8os \lvov ir[i$]<n]s T«i|iijs

OVK iirtpfPJ^creTat mirpaa-K(o|i)«v(ov)

T ^ V U p J L C T | i e V T ] V T & ( l ^ V ( i ) i T O . . . .

a' *a' H,S'

(1)

(2)

30 (3)

§• (1)

-»a'

35

(2)

*cip<( i . i ) s> 7'

ACVOV Tpâ UT p̂OD Is XPl0"1" l8uKT»[j']

Tt Kal 4>a[j.eXiapiKiiv

*<4p<|ii1s> a' 7;a' [H] -

*(4p<K.i]s> p' W H .

4><lp<|iT)s> 7'

S T I ^ U V do-TJ(j.wv

<(KSP<HHS> a' t<rr<J.s> o' H,S'

Tapo-LKwy ttrros a' H -

icrris a' H,«'

°"TOS a' H,8<(>'

Tapa-iKaXc£avSpe£v(i>v IO-T&S a ' ^ , 8 '

^<4p<|«]S> P' SKVTOTroXeiTdvwv IOTOS a'

Tap(riK<3v LOTOS a' H .

Denarii.

1-S0 New.
Comes between

175 xvi. and XVII.
of Wadd. and

O.I.L.

ISO

100

25

100
150
200

24
20
16

4,000
3,060

840

7,000

5,000 -
4,500
4,000
6,000

z 2
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BIBAIWN ICTOC A */ / / /
40 AAAIKHNCON ICTOC A *// / /

TAPClKAAez////ANAP€INtONICTOC A * / / / /
4)ti)PCKYTOnOAeiTANt*JNriCTOC A////
TAPCIKION ICT////OC A
BIBAIUJN ICT////OC A

45 AAAIKHNOJN////KT////
TAPClKAA62ANAPeiNWNlCT/7//
CTIXLONCTPATIIOTIKGJN////
4>IOP A
4>(JL>P B

50 cfxjjp r

(The remainder is missing.)

COL. IV.

Col. III . dealt with garments of various kinds, and with the wages paid for weaving
and for embroidery. Twenty lines of that column, written on the upper slab, are lost,
and the whole of the lower slab (or slabs); but a great part of the matter inscribed on
the lower slab is preserved elsewhere, partly on the Carystian and partly on the Theban
stone. The portion preserved contains two new headings, Uepi Tei/irjs TS>V orjpuciav, and
ncpt Ilopfpvpas, and forms Wadd.'s Chap. XVI. 67 (or 68) -101 (C.I.L. XVI. 57-100).
Then comes our Col. IV., which is entirely new, and should be inserted before Chap.
XVII. of Wadd. and C.I.L. which (with probably a small gap only) forms its continuation.

Col. IV. deals with raw materials (wool and flax), and manufactured materials (linen)
not yet made up into garments. In 1. 1 we find ourselves in the middle of a section He pi
'Epeas, which must have begun somewhere near the end of the bottom slab of Col. III.

Line 1.—TepnTeCvrp.— v. note on III . 58, 59.
•».—v. note on II. 20-22.
Line 3.—AaSucfjvqs.—The Laodicea in Phrygia;—v. note on III. 22.
Line 5.—'Ao-Tvpnijo-Cas.—'A.onpKr)tTias = Asturicensis. Asturia was a province of His-

pania Tarraconensis ; Asturica, its capital. It was famous for its breed of horses (' Asturco'
= an Asturian horse). So far as I am aware, this is the first mention of its wool.

Line 7.—KaXX£o-n]S n&ri)S,—' medium best,' 'A. 2 ' ; cf. III. 7, 8, nparos KOLKXIITTOS,
and note.

Line 11.—flaXao-o-Cas.—v. note on III . 56, 57.
vuTiatas.—A word of doubtful meaning. On the Latin fragment from Mylasa is the

entry ' Strictoria leporina (d)urs . . . ' Mommsen conjectured ' dorsualis'—a restoration
which, in view of our vanaios, may be regarded as certain. But Wadd.'s explanation ' to
wear on the back' (I suppose that to be his meaning; note on Chap. XVI. 27) is impossible,
—first, because it would be impossible to wear a 'strictoria' (a tight-fitting garment) on the
back only ; and secondly because, as now appears, the epithet was applicable to materials as
well as to garments. This being so, the only possible explanation, though not altogether
satisfactory, is ' from the back of the animal,'—i.e. the wool taken from the. back and not
from all yarts indiscriminately.

Line 12.—'Ep&is Xa-yrfas (u-yijs,—' mixed hare's fur.' 'Epea Adycia = ' lana leporina,' for
which v. Lewis and Short, s.v. 'lana.'

The insertion of this entry in the midst of wools in the ordinary sense of the word is
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itrrhs a' * .

40 Aa8udjv»v icrris a ' # .

Tap<ri.KaXc£av&pe(v«>v tcrris a X .

(3) 4><»p<|U]s> SKvroiroXcirdvuv 7' Urr&s a' [J( .]

Tap<riK<av tar&s a [# .]

BipXtov 10-Tos a [X .]

45 AaSiKTJvwv lo-r[&s a X .]

TapcriKaXa|av8p«ivwv i<rr[bs 0' X •]

§ . 2 T I X « » V OTpaTKOTlKUV

(1) *<4 P < , I .T ,S> a [t<rrJ,s a' X .]

(2) *c4p<|ir)s> P' [I<TTJ>S a X •]

50 (3) $(4p<(it)S> 7' [Eoros o X •]

(After an interval, probably short, comes Chap. XVII of Wadd. and G.I.L.)

curious. But cf. the transition, in the section Jlepl TiKovfiov (Col. II.), from 'down' proper
to 'willow-down' (nkovfios dirb tXe'icijs).

liiyi)*,—I suppose ' mixed,' i.e. not all of one colour. L. and S. give one example of
myr/s (nom. sing.) for (UKTOS ; but piybs is, I think, without precedent.

Line 13.—'Apetas.—This word is a puzzle. I suppose it should be written with a
capital 'A. The province Aria, to the East of Parthia,—its capital Alexandria Ariana, the
modern Herat,—is spelt in Greek both 'Apia and 'Apeia, and the people are called "Aptim ;
but to connect this region with our "Apeios, in the absence of any evidence for an export of
wools from this quarter, must be regarded as pure conjecture.

Line 14.—Tp«paTiKr)s,—no doubt for 'Ai-pc^arocjjr.—The Atrebates were a Belgic tribe,
their capital the modern Arras. Their woollen garments were famous ;—' vestes Atrebatum,'

'ArpaPaTTiicai,' ' Atrebatica saga';—v. Wadd.'s note on Chap. XVI. 26.

Line 15.—Iltpl A£vov.—A new section,—Flax and Linen. 11. 15-30 deal with the
former (the raw material), 1. 31-end with the latter. The former, like the raw wool, is sold
by weight, the latter by measure.

Line 16.—SrowrCov,—'tow'; the fibres of the flax-stalk in their least prepared form.
The common form of the word is CTTVTU], ' stuppa.'

Line 17.—irpcST<ris> <)><Sp<r|i.i)s>.—v. note on II. 12.
Line 19.—The form \J" may perhaps be a F (= T/JI'TI;?) combined with a break in the

stone.
Lines 20-22.—The order of the words is rather involved—nurpao-Kdiifvov should follow

r«juqs. The meaning is ' What kind of flax, when sold at what price, will not exceed the
price prescribed,'-—a sort of preamble to the three lines which follow. The formula may
be compared with one which occurs in Chap. XVII. of Wadd. and C.I.L., wKich forms a
continuation of our Col. IV.— 'fibrfp airb /icv rrjs y. <pop<.p.j)S.> rijs jrpoeipij/xfi'ijs eo-rlv Kara-
becartpa, iv itKeloaiv ixevro\{\ KaratTKevaferai, rivas rei/ias vvep^alveiv pr/Dcvl i^bv elvai,'—and
then follow, as here, the three qualities, the quantity, and the price.

The last word in 1. 22 is partly illegible. Mr. Gardner, who has independently
examined it for me, sees traces of xmokivov, and suggests that it may mean ' under the head
of Flax ' ; but I am unable to satisfy myself of the reading.

Lines 24, 25.—Though the numerals on the stone are quite clear, I suspect an
error on the part of the engraver, these two being the only irregular numbers in the
inscription.
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Lines 26, 27.—ISKOTOV,—'common people'; <pafi(\iapiKwv, 'slaves.' v. Wadd.'s note
on Chap. XVII. 29, and cf. itSiariKov, 'common,' in I. 58, and my.note there.

Line 31.—2nxfiv ewrt)|u»v K.T.X.—At this point we pass from the raw to the manu-
factured material; not, as might appear at first sight, to the garments themselves,—this is
proved by the measure of length (laros a') which forms part of each entry. The use of the
name of the garment for the material is compared by Wadd. (introductory note on Chap.
XVII.) to our English expression ' shirtings.'

From this line, 31, to 1. 46, the inscription deals with materials for a single garment,
the arixr) (= ' strictoria'), which was explained (II. 54, note) as a tight-fitting tunic. In
III . 36-38 it was of silk, or half-silk ; here, of linen. The linen is divided into three
'classes' or 'qualities' {ifcapiuu; v. note on II. 12), each quality again into five sub-
divisions, according to the locality from which the material came,—Scyt(h)opolis, Tarsus,
Biblus, Laodicea (in Syria), Alexandria (in imitation of those of Tarsus ; or vice versa,—v.
note on III . 40, 41). The Biblus (Byblus) is certainly that in Syria, not in Egypt ; and if,
as Wadd. thinks, the TapaiKake^avftpeivoi were made in Tarsus, not Alexandria, then all the
kinds of linen mentioned are Syrian. Wadd. quotes appropriately from the ' Totius Orbis
descriptio' (author unknown) the following list of Syrian towns which exported linen
goods: ' I n linteamina sunt hae, Scitopolis, Ladicia, Biblus, Tirus, Beritus [= 'Berytus,'
modern Beirut], quae linteamen omni orbi terrarum emittunt, et sunt habundantia.1

Lines 31, 32.—The order of words in the first two lines is slightly irregular, thus
obscuring the classification. The order should be

(papfztjs a'

v I oros a'
TapaiKmp urrbs a

K.TX

lords,—properly a ' loom,' is here a measure of length. Probably it was the amount
commonly worked on the loom in a single piece ; JOTOS a' may therefore be translated ' one
piece' or ' one length.' To judge from the prices, it was no small quantity.

Line 47.—2TIX»V crrpaTuoTutwv.—These are of three qualities, but only one kind of
linen; a3 the garment was part of the military outfit, probably the Icitul of material was
prescribed.

After line 50 thirty-five lines of the slab aie broken away, and the inscription comes to
an end. The thread of it is taken up again, probably after no long interval, by a stone from
Geronthrae, which is edited as Chap. XVII. of Wadd. and C.I.L. The Geronthraean
inscription ('Tabula Geronthraea Tertia') opens with a classification of dcXparucat (v. note
on II. 67-69) similar to that of vrixcu in Col. IV. of Meg.

WILLIAM LOEING.




